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1. Introduction
In 2019, Hulam Consulting was commissioned by the Newcastle City Council to produce a
Geodiversity Audit of the Council area as part of the evidence base to support the Development
and Allocations Plan (Newcastle City Council, 2019).
The geodiversity, in particular the natural resources of the North East of England, has driven the
industrial development of the region and has contributed much to the prosperity of the city of
Newcastle and Great Britain as a whole.
By far the most significant resource was coal. The Northumberland and Durham Coalfield was
one of Britain’s earliest worked coalfields and mining has occurred in the area of Newcastle City
Council since ancient times. Coal was exported from Newcastle from the mid-13th century onwards
and a royal act in 1530 decreed that all coal exports from the Tyneside were to be shipped from
the Newcastle quayside thereby ensuring that the city rose to dominance in the area and it is from
around this time that the phrase ‘taking coals to Newcastle’ originates (Johnson, undated).
In the 19th century, the coal industry supported glass making, iron working, shipbuilding and
heavy engineering in the area of Newcastle City Council. Coal mining in the region reached its
heyday at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries. The depletion of reserves
combined with other economic and social factors has caused the industry to decline in importance
to the point that all deep mining has finished in the region, and coal production is now restricted
to a handful of opencast sites. Shallow and deep coal mining has, however, left its mark on the city
landscape in the form of subsidence and collapse of early pits and shafts and deeper pillar and stall
and longwall workings. Multiple, often water-filled, hollows and depressions evidence this. Much
of the traces of the industrial and mining landscapes have been reclaimed and re-landscaped, whilst
the leisure and tourist industries have shown significant growth, sometimes utilising the reminders
of the industrial past (for example, the Victoria Tunnel, a subterranean wagonway built to transport
coal from the Town Moor to the River Tyne).

1.1 What is a Geodiversity Audit?
Geodiversity has been defined as “the link between people, landscape and their culture: it is the
variety of geological environments, phenomena and processes that make those landscapes, rocks,
minerals, fossils and soils which provide the framework for life on earth” (Stanley, 2001)
Geodiversity underpins much of what gives an area it’s unique character, from the building stone
or clay that makes the bricks that contribute to the local architecture, to the natural resources
which have provided employment and influenced the cultural heritage of the local community, to
the biodiversity of the green spaces and rural areas and of course it is the foundation for the
physical landscape itself.
The aim of this report is to provide an introduction to the geological make-up of the area of
Newcastle City Council, provide a brief description of the key geological assets and outline the
influence geology has had on land-use within the Council area. The appendices include copies of
the Local Geological Site reports which provide specific examples of features and processes
described in this document

1.2 A brief introduction to geological time
The Earth formed around 4,500 million years ago, but most of the rocks found in Britain were
formed in the last 600 million years. This is the part of the geological record where fossils enable
geologists to categorise the rock record into periods of geological time, from the Cambrian period
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through to the Quaternary period (Figure 1). The rocks underlying this area are sedimentary rocks
of the Westphalian Stage of the Carboniferous period, also known as the Carboniferous Coal
Measures and date from around 304-318 million years ago. Intruded into these sediments are a
small number of near vertical sheets of igneous rock called dolerite dating from the Palaeogene
period approximately 60 million years ago. The last 2.6 million years have seen repeated episodes
of ice advance and retreat. The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, or Devensian glaciation) occurred
between 27-21,000 years ago. The ice sheets that crossed the area left behind a thick blanket of
boulder clay, with occasional patches of sand and gravel. Cold, wet conditions at the end of the
last ice age favoured the creation of deep peat layers, especially in the many lakes and ponds that
had been created. To place these huge periods of time in context, current evidence indicates that
humans first arrived in Britain some 700,000 years ago.

Figure 1 Geological periods (left) and main rock units from Northern England (right)
(Stone et al., 2010, p. 4, Table 1)
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1.3 Brief overview of the area
The Council area covers the city of Newcastle and its suburbs and is dominated by urban
development although the wards of Castle and Callerton & Throckley, in the north and west of
the area, are relatively rural (Figure 2).
Whilst much of the Council boundary follows the line of roads or railway, the River Tyne forms
the southern boundary and most of the Council area forms part of the catchment of this river.
The largest tributary of the Tyne within the Council area is the Ouse Burn which flows east from
Callerton, towards Gosforth, and then south through the gorge-like Jesmond Dene. It is culverted
for a short section until it re-emerges at the south side of the East Coast Main Railway Line and it
enters the Tyne at the eastern edge of The Quayside. There are several other minor watercourses
emptying into the Tyne. Those under central Newcastle are fully culverted/infilled (e.g. Lort Burn,
Pandon Burn and Skinner Burn), though it is believed all of these watercourses had similar natural
profiles to that of Jesmond Dene, with narrow, steep slopes. These ‘Hidden Rivers’ played a major
role in directing how medieval Newcastle grew, with all of the major streets and markets occurring
on the relatively dry ground that occurred between them.
The northern part of the Council area is relatively flat and low lying and falls within the river
catchment of Seaton Burn which rises near Dinnington as Hartley Burn, flowing eastwards into
Big Waters Country Park (now a nature reserve, originally formed in the 1920's as a result of mining
subsidence). The stream flows across the Council boundary near Seaton Burn (village), eventually
discharging into the North Sea at Seaton Sluice.
The solid rocks underlying the Council area, with the exception of the dolerite dykes, are
sedimentary in nature and form a series of repeating cycles of mudstone, siltstone and sandstone,
sometimes including coals and fossil soils called seatearths. The mudstones are relatively soft rocks
and easily eroded, whilst the sandstones are harder and more resistant to erosion. The high parts
within the Council area, reflect the presence of sandstone and are found in an arc above the River
Tyne at Westerhope, Blakelaw, Fenham, and Arthur’s Hill where there is a relatively flat topped
plateau. These sedimentary rocks slope (dip) gently towards the southeast. This means that the
oldest rocks can be found towards in the northwest of the Council area and in the base of valleys,
with the youngest towards the east and on the tops of hills.
Intruded into the sedimentary rocks are a small number of thin vertical sheets of a hard igneous
dolerite rock. More recent superficial deposits cover a significant part of the area. They are thickest
in the main valleys, which predate the Quaternary period, and thin towards the tops of the hills,
so that some topographical high points are free of superficial material and expose the solid bedrock
(which is usually made of sandstone on the high ground).
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Figure 2. Topographic map of the Newcastle City Council area.
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2. Solid geology: Basement rock structure
The area of Newcastle City Council overlies a major suture zone in the Earth’s crust. Geologists
believe that one surface expression of this suture line is the Ninety Fathom Fault, a very substantial
dislocation of the rocks which trends east-north-east from near Newburn Haugh, to Nuns Moor,
to just north of South Gosforth Metro Station. To understand the story of the suture behind this
fault and the rocks either side of it, we need to go back a long way in time to when this area was
situated in a very different place on the Earth’s surface.
In the Early Ordovician, approximately 480 million years ago, the part of the Earth’s crust
containing present day ‘England’ was approximately 500 South of the Equator. The part of the
Earth’s crust containing present day ‘Scotland’ was between the Tropic of Capricorn and the
Equator (Figure 3a). ‘England’ and ‘Scotland’ were both sited on two different enormous land
masses (continents) which were separated by an ocean called the Iapetus Ocean. Progressively
during the Ordovician and the later Silurian period, the two land masses moved towards each
other, closing the ocean and subsequently pushing into each other; a collision that formed the
Appalachian-Scottish-Scandinavian mountain chain (Figure 3b-c). Eventually, by the Permian
period more than 100 million years later, an enormous supercontinent called Pangaea was created
by the joining of previously separate continents (Figure 3d). The Iapetus Suture is one of these
continental joins.

Figure 3. Palaeogeographic reconstructions showing ‘England’ separated from ‘Scotland’
by the Iapetus Ocean which closed between the Early Ordovician and the Late Silurian
and the northward migration of this portion of the Earth’s crust from the Tropic of
Capricorn north to its current location. (Stone et al., 2010, p. 8, Figure 3)
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As the two continents collided, there was a widespread phase of deformation and mountain
building, volcanism and the emplacement of granites beneath the Lake District, Dumfries &
Galloway, the Cheviots and the North Pennines. A geophysical (seismic reflection) survey was
carried out just to the west and southwest of the district (Kimbell et al., 1989), across the significant
Ninety Fathom Fault and a related dislocation called the Stublick Fault (Figure 4). This is a method
for imaging rock units deep underground that have contrasting properties. The interpretation of
the data from this survey indicates a relatively flat topped, steep sided Weardale Granite to the
south in what is called the Alston Block and to the north, in the area that is called the
Northumberland Trough (Figure 5), a very thick sequence of Carboniferous sedimentary rocks
In the earliest Carboniferous (possibly latest Devonian), this area of the Earth’s crust began to be
stretched in a north-south direction. This initial ‘rifting’ phase caused the crust to fracture. Areas
underlain by granite remained quite rigid and buoyant (that is the Alston Block), whereas the area
not underlain by granite, where crustal rocks were more dense (that is the Northumberland
Trough) tended to sink. Normal, pull-apart, faults with significant vertical displacement along them
formed between the Block and the Trough. To the north of the Alston Block, running broadly
East-West and parallel with the A69, are two major faults: in the west the Stublick Fault (which
peters out on the southwestern edge of the Council area) and in the east the Ninety Fathom Fault
(which is the most significant fault in the Newcastle area). Carboniferous sediments can be
displaced vertically by up to 2km along the Stublick-Ninety Fathom Fault lines in this part of
northern England. This illustrates just how much vertical movement there was in the early
Carboniferous period in this area.
By the middle of the Carboniferous period, the north-south tension had abated and stretching
accommodated by extension along the fault lines slowed or ceased. However, there was a
considerable difference in sediment thickness (and thus weight) between the Alston Block and
Northumberland Trough. The thicker sediments of the trough underwent later stage ‘sagging’ due
to the weight and compaction of the previous sediments and so units continued to be thicker to
the north of the faults than to the south. Additionally, these two faults are thought to have been
reactivated throughout later geological history, with the end result that the Carboniferous Coal
Measures sedimentary rocks in the Council area are vertically displaced by up to 290m along the
Ninety Fathom Fault line. Surface evidence of this major fault may be seen in the northern section
of the Sugley Dene Local Geological Site (Appendix B), where sandstone beds are much disturbed and
dipping at high angles.
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Figure 4. Map showing seismic line BGS 86-02, crossing the faults that mark the
boundary between the Alston Block to the south and the Northumberland Trough to the
north: the Stublick Fault in the west and centre and the Ninety Fathom Fault in the centre
and east. (after Kimbell et al., 1989, p. 776, Figure 1a).

Figure 5. Interpretation of seismic line BGS86-02. (Kimbell et al., 1989, p. 777,
Figure 2b)
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3. Solid geology: Carboniferous Coal Measures
The whole of the Council area is underlain by late Carboniferous rocks of the Coal Measures1
approximately 304-318 million years old. The Coal Measures rocks were once sediments deposited
on an extensive alluvial plain, covering much of what is now Northern England, as well as central
Scotland, the Midlands, Northern Germany, Nova Scotia, and Pennsylvania. These now disparate
locations were all part of the same tectonic plate before the Atlantic opened much later. This area
of the Earth’s crust was, at that time, close to the Equator and the climate was subtropical so this
coastal plain would have resembled the Amazon or Congo basins today.
The Coal Measures rocks are divided into Lower Coal Measures sequence which can be found
towards the west of the Council area and the Middle Coal Measures which can be found towards
the east of the Council area, with just a tiny sliver of Upper Coal Measures around South Gosforth
Metro Station (Figure 6). The rocks of the Coal Measures are characterised by repeating sequences
or cycles of sedimentation (Figure 7), which represent changes in the depositional environment at
the time, from fast flowing rivers to near sea lagoons to forested swamp lands and occasionally
full marine conditions. Sometimes we can see evidence of these environments, such as ripple marks
and cross bedding in sandstones and siltstones (e.g. Throckley-Walbottle Dene Local Geological Site –
Appendix A and Sugley Dene Local Geological Site – Appendix B) and fossils (e.g. St Anthony’s Local
Geological Site – Appendix C and Jesmond Dene Local Geological Site – Appendix E). The sequences
start with coal, which is overlain by mudstone (which maybe fossiliferous at the base), siltstone,
sandstone, fossil soils (or palaeosols) and finally topped by another coal. Coals often split into two
or more seams and the more laterally persistent seams have generally been named by miners over
the last centuries. Many of these rock cycles are incomplete with rock types missing from either
the bottom or top of the sequence.

The official current terminology is that all the rocks of what were called the Coal Measures, now belong to the
Pennine Coal Measures Group, which is constituted by the Pennine Lower Coal Measures Formation, the Pennine
Middle Coal Measures Formation and the Pennine Upper Coal Measures Formation. Whilst there are good scientific
reasons for this precise (lithostratigraphic) nomenclature, for the purposes of this report and its intended readership
the whole will be referred to more simply as the Coal Measures and subunits as Lower, Middle or Upper Coal
Measures.
1
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Figure 6. Coal Measures rock units that underlie the Newcastle City Council.
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Approximate range of
Coal Measures that
underlie the Council
area: from the very base
of the Lower Coal
Measures to just above
the base of the Upper
Coal Measures

Figure 7. Stratigraphic section of the Coal Measures within the Newcastle City Council
area (the yellow-green represents mudstone; the dark yellow represents sandstones; the
bold names are coal seams)
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3.1 The Lower, Middle and Upper Coal Measures
The area of Newcastle City Council contains the full sequence of Lower and Middle Coal Measures
and the lowest part of the Upper Coal Measures.
The base of the Lower Coal Measures is marked by the Quarterburn (Subcrenatum) Marine Band
(a marine band is a rock, usually a mudstone, containing marine fossils and represents a
transgression of the sea over the land), which meets the bedrock surface almost directly on the
Council’s boundary in the northwest, near Prestwick Carr Plantation (NZ18387458). Lower Coal
Measures rocks are about 220m thick. At their base are a number of marine bands, but evidence
of this marine influence quickly disappears. In the mid and upper parts of the Lower Coal Measures
the number and thickness of coals seams increases, marking greater terrestrial influence (Figure 8).
Middle Coal Measures rocks are about 500m thick in total and contain the thickest and most
economically important coal seams (Figure 9). The base is defined by the Harvey (Vanderbeckei)
Marine Band, which is the only marine band to be found in this subdivision. In contrast to the
Lower Coal Measures, the number and thickness of coal seams diminish upwards, and evidence
of marine influence reappears in the upper third.
The base of the Upper Coal Measures rocks is exposed in a tiny sliver on the north side (the
downthrown side) of the Ninety Fathom Fault in the area where the Ouse Burn crosses the Metro
line and A191 Benton Park Road (NZ257683). This is marked by another very extensive marine
band, the Down Hill (Cambriense) Marine Band, although this is not exposed. This is one of the
highest (youngest) parts of the Coal Measures exposed in the Northumberland coalfield (Young
& Lawrence, 2002).

Figure 8. These simplified graphic logs show an idealised cycle within the rocks, with
increasing grain size projecting further to the right. The rock types found in the Lower
and Middle Coal Measures are broadly similar, as are the environments of deposition.
However the proportions of each differ and critically the thickness of marine/freshwater
lake bands and coal seams.
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3.2 Depositional environments
The different rock types within each sequence are indicative of different depositional
environments during these Carboniferous times. These arose as a result of the rise and fall of sea
level which is thought to be caused by repeated glaciations and deglaciations at the Earth’s poles.
Outlined below are the main depositional environments and the main features of the rocks which
provide evidence for this interpretation of those environments.
Open and brackish marine
This environment is represented by thin (1cm-3m) beds of dark shale which contain a marine or
brackish water fauna, which grades upwards into a freshwater lake fauna. When there was a major
deglaciation and an associated major rise in sea level, the flat plain of northern England was
inundated by the sea. Water depths were relatively shallow with poor circulation and low oxygen
levels. In addition, rivers continued to deposit sediment, so the sea was quite muddy and with little
sunlight. The resulting marine fauna is often restricted to animals which could tolerate brackish
water – rare but significant goniatites (Figure 9), bivalves, brachiopods, gastropods, crinoids,
bryozoa, Lingula, Orbiculoidea, forams, plant fragments and trace fossils.
Due to the flat topography in the basin, these environments were very widespread. For instance,
the base of the Lower Coal Measures is marked by a very extensive marine band (known as the
Quarterburn Marine Band in the Council area) which can be correlated across much of western
Europe, which contains a goniatite called Gastrioceras subcrenatum. This fossil species only occurs at
this precise level and is diagnostic of the base of the Coal Measures in Northern England.

Figure 9. A goniatite (Gastrioceras listeri) from the Lower Coal Measures

Freshwater lakes
If sea level rise was more limited, the resulting rise in the water table caused the formation of broad
freshwater lakes across the flat lying plain of northern England. The layers of rock that result
contain non-marine bivalves, fish, ostracods, Spirobis, plant fragments and trace fossils (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Close up of fossil mussels from a dark grey shale, formed in a freshwater
lake (Lower Coal Measures, Stobswood Opencast site).
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Flood deposits
The process which contributed the most significant amounts of sediment was flooding. In most
flood events, fine mud and silt would have been carried over the river bank and across the
floodplain, forming layers of laminated shale and siltstones. However, during major floods, water
would burst out of the river channel and flood large areas, depositing coarser, sandy, sediment
over large areas. These deposits tend to mark an abrupt change in the type of sediment being
deposited and often form sheets of more coarse grained sandstone (Figure 11).

Figure. 11. Four pale coloured, sheet sandstones probably deposited during a flood, in a
sequence of light grey shales (above the Yard Coal, Middle Coal Measures, Potland
Burn Opencast site).

River channel
The source of all the sediment that make up the rocks in the Council area came from huge
mountains, the size of the Himalayas today, that lay to the north. Great rivers, the size of the Indus
or Ganges, flowed off these mountains to an ocean that lay to the south. These broad, sediment
laden rivers crossed the flat plain that covered northern England often depositing the flood
sediments that have been described above. However, the river courses themselves also left their
own record within the rocks. These were narrow (up to 1km wide), shallow (1-8m deep) ribbons
of sediment, left by meandering rivers, migrating laterally across the alluvial plain and leaving
behind mixed packages of sediment characterised by long, low angled bedding plains (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Low angled bedding formed by a meandering river channel
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Incised valley fill
Most of the sediments described so far were deposited during periods of rising or high sea level,
when periods of deglaciation led to water melting at the polar icecaps. The opposite periods of
time, when there were glaciations which stored water in the polar icecaps and caused lowering of
global sea level, also had a great impact on the rocks of the area. However rather than being periods
of deposition, they were largely periods of erosion. As sea level fell the great rivers that crossed
the area eroded deeply down to the new lower sea level, causing valleys to be incised into the broad
flat plain. During these periods, most of the area would have been a flat plateau. These would have
been dissected by a series of wide (up to 20km) deep (up to 20m) valleys. When sea level began to
rise again during the next deglaciation, these valleys became infilled by coarse sandstone laid down
by braided rivers (Figure 13).

Figure 13. This is a possible incised valley fill sandstone. It has an erosive base which
cut down into the underlying mudstone and siltstone, which could have been caused by a
major fall in sea level.

Palaeosol (or fossil soil or seatearth)
During the periods of glaciation when water was locked up in polar ice caps and sea level was low
(as described above), most of the flat lying plain was exposed as relatively dry land. During these
long periods of time little sediment was deposited and soils formed across this plain (Figure 14).
These ancient (fossil) soils (palaeosols) formed on whatever pre-existing sediment was exposed,
whether it was mud, silt or sand. They are often a paler mudstone than those deposited in
marine/brackish or freshwater environments, show a complete lack of bedding and usually contain
numerous plant roots.

Figure 14. A palaeosol (fossil soil) beneath a thin coal.
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Swamp – coal
At times the alluvial plain was waterlogged with fresh/brackish water (i.e. not sea water).
Vegetation (trees and mosses) grew and decayed forming thick layers of peat (it takes roughly ten
times the thickness of peat that we now have represented by coal).
The coal seams developed from peat which built up in mires formed during the initial rise in sealevel at the very start of deglaciations. As polar icecaps began to melt and sea level began to rise,
the land surface became waterlogged and extensive mires formed. These actively grew through the
fast build up of decaying vegetation and were soon above the general land surface, remaining
waterlogged by the intense tropical rainfall of the period. These raised mires were largely free of
any sediment input and therefore almost pure peat. Without any rise in water table these could
grow to be 30m thick, but when influenced by a rising water table they could grow even thicker.
Peat has a very loose structure and contains a lot of water, so when it is compacted into coal it
reduces in volume 10-15 times. So a thick coal seam which is 2m thick began as a thick raised mire
peat deposit which was 20-30m thick (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Coal seam at Blaydon Burn. [28cm hammer for scale]
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4. Solid geology: Igneous rocks
The end of the Cretaceous period and start of the Palaeogene around 65 million years ago was a
tumultuous time in geological history. It was the point at which the dinosaurs and a great number
of other animals died out on land and the ammonites and a whole range of marine creatures
became extinct in the oceans. It was also the point at which angiosperms (flowering plants) began
to dominate gymnosperms (seed-bearing plants) in the terrestrial flora. Added to all these changes,
the Atlantic Ocean began to open, with North America rifting away from Europe and South
America from Africa. It is this last event that left the next trace in the rock record of the Newcastle
area.
At the beginning of the Palaeogene, parts of what is now North West Scotland were like modern
day Iceland. Volcanoes centred on Skye and Mull were producing vast amounts of basaltic lava.
Associated with these eruptions were sheets of molten rock which cut vertically through planes of
weakness in existing rocks. Geologists know these as dyke swarms (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Upper map: The Palaeogene dykes of Scotland and northern England. (Note:
the red rectangle on the lower map, which has been added, shows the area blown up in
Figure 18). (Stone et al., 2010, p. 185, Figure 57.)
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These dykes are composed of very hard, black, crystalline rock called dolerite. A small number of
east to east-south-east trending dykes, which have a linear or slightly curving surface trace, occur
in the Council area (Figure 17). Some outcrop on the surface, for example the Walbottle and Coley
Hill Dykes. These reached widths of 15m and 23m respectively and were worked historically
(usually as a roadstone), but neither are exposed today (Mills & Holliday, 1998, p. 73 and 91; Young
& Lawrence, 2002, p. 16). Others were found at depth in coal mines, where they had turned the
coal seams to cinders up to 50m from the dyke. Indirect evidence of a smaller one of these dykes
occurs in the Throckley-Walbottle Dene Local Geological Site (Appendix A) where a quarried-out area
of ground following the line of the dyke may still be seen.

Figure 17. Palaeogene dykes of the Newcastle area. All these fall within the Newcastle
City Council boundary, except for a very short (~200m) stretch of the very western
extremity of the Coley Hill Dyke (which is in the Northumberland County Council area)
and the Hebburn Dyke (which is in South Tyneside). (Mills & Holliday, 1998, p. 72, Figure
25.)
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5. Quaternary geology
Geologist’s refer to the last 2.6 million years as the Quaternary period. It has been characterised
by abrupt swings in global temperature which have become greater in magnitude. When set
alongside an overall trend to colder conditions across the planet, it means that Earth now cycles
in and out of a major glacial cycle, or ice age, every 100,000 years or so. The last major glacial
episode to affect the north east of England is known as the Devensian, and reached its peak at the
Last Glacial Maximum (ca. 27-21,000 years ago). For the last 11,700 years conditions have been
broadly similar to now, a period of time known as the Holocene.
The various constituent parts of the British and Irish Ice Sheet (BIIS) which flowed across the
north east during the last glaciation didn’t originate here: the land surface was too low and
conditions too dry to form large ice masses. They originated on the high ground and mountains
to the west and north, in particular, the North Pennines, Lake District, Southern Uplands and
Scottish Mountains. The peak of the last glaciation (LGM) saw ice which had crossed the Tyne
Gap in the west dominating, but it quickly retreated to be replaced by ice which came down the
present coast from the Tweed valley and the Firth of Forth. This switching and the multiphase
nature of glacial advance and retreat led to complex variations in ice flow direction through time,
resulting in a complicated pattern of glacial landforms and deposits.
This section outlines the evolution of the pre-glacial landscape, before giving an overview of the
effects of the Devensian glaciation that have left a veneer of unconsolidated soft sediments across
the Council area.

5.1 The Pre-glacial landscape
Prior to the onset of repeated glaciations during the last 2.6 million years (the Quaternary), the
land surface had evolved as a result of the prolonged adjustment of the rivers to local bedrock
conditions (broadly, tending to follow softer rocks and lines of weaknesses, like faults, leaving
harder rocks upstanding). A mostly eastward flowing set of consequent rivers – the forerunners of
the Aln, Coquet, Wansbeck, Blyth, Tyne, Wear and Tees – were established during and after the
Palaeogene (from 66 million years ago). The river valleys were cut into low hills formed from the
solid Carboniferous bedrock described in section 3 above. Although this land surface was
subsequently heavily modified by ice sheets, we can still see pre-existing palaeo-valleys hidden
below more modern sediments, revealed by the abundant borehole records associated with coal
mining exploration and urban development. Unfortunately, our detailed knowledge of the
development of the landscape prior to the last Devensian glaciation is very limited (Merritt, 2010).
Similarly, little is known about previous Quaternary glaciations, though there were possibly as
many as eleven major events which eroded the region and contributed to the landscape we see
today (Böse et al., 2012; Knutz et al, 2019; Merritt, 2010). Though these previous glaciations and
interglacial periods presumably left behind their own suites of superficial deposits, these have
almost everywhere been wiped away by succeeding ice sheets. A notable exception outside the
Council area are the sediments at Warren House Gill, near Horden on the County Durham coast
(e.g. Davies et al, 2012b) and it has been suggested that sediments pre-dating the last glaciation
may exist at the base of buried valleys, including the Tyne (Mills & Holliday, 1998).
The top surface of the bedrock, beneath any superficial deposits, is interesting in the Council area
(Figure 18). The valley of the Tyne was previously eroded to a lower sea-level, presumably during
a glacial episode when water was locked up in icecaps and sea-level was significantly lower, as
evidence from boreholes have proved the base of the Tyne valley is well below present sea-level
and in places up to 50m lower than present sea-level. In addition, there was originally a deeper,
wider valley slightly west of the current Ouse Burn beneath present Jesmond, which is also infilled
21

by till (boulder clay) up to 40.7m thick (Young & Lawrence, 2002; see also the site description of
Jesmond Dene Local Geological Site – Appendix F). A further buried valley with no present surface
equivalent flowed east from around Heaton, through Walkergate, meeting the Tyne just south of
Segedunum (Smith, 1994, p. 126, Figure 55).
Almost all of the Council area is covered by various forms of superficial, unconsolidated deposits
(Figure 19). Most of the mapped deposits are of glacial origin (e.g. glacial till or boulder clay and
glacial sands and gravels), though the peat, river alluvium and river terrace deposits are younger.
The only places that remain free of superficial deposits are the discontinuous series of steep, SSW
facing crests of the valley top above the River Tyne from Bank Top at Throckley (NZ147666) to
the Benwell-Elswick crest line beneath the B1311 Elswick Road, just west of Newcastle city centre
(NZ238642). It is speculated that at least two factors were at play. First, during the advancing stage
of the ice sheet during the Devensian, the Tyne Gap Ice Sheet was broadly flowing from the west
to the east, therefore tending to erode the west facing flanks of the ridges and deposit till (boulder
clay) on the eastern flanks and in the valley bottoms. Second, the crest of the valley side is capped
by a succession of hard sandstone beds (above the Durham Low Main through to above the High
Main coals seams from west to east), which resisted erosion.

Figure 18. Top surface of the bedrock (termed ‘rockhead’) in metres, showing negative
figures in grey along the centre of the Tyne and Team Valleys (Mills & Holliday, 1998, p.
80, Figure 27).
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Figure 19. Superficial deposits across the Newcastle City Council
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5.2 The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM)
At the peak of the last glaciation about 27,000-21,000 years ago, ice from the Southern Uplands
of SW Scotland and the Lake District, and up to 1000-1500 m thick, covered the entire Council
area (Evans et al., 2009; Mills & Holliday, 1998). One relatively minor body of ice crossed the
border and travelled south-eastwards down the North Tyne valley. Another larger ice mass crossed
the high ground of the Tyne Gap, near Haltwhistle, and moved down the main Tyne valley (Figure
20). The Tyne Gap Ice Stream was powerful enough to deflect the North Tyne ice lobe due east
towards Ponteland, where its southern margin fed the glacial Callerton Channels Local Geological Site
(Appendix G). The Tyne Gap Ice Stream remained active until approximately 19,000 years ago,
when it began to rapidly withdraw westwards (Livingstone et al., 2015; Figure 21).
The Tyne Gap Ice Stream left behind thick deposits of boulder clay (also known as till, lodgement
till, or glacial diamict) over most of the Council area (shown as pale blue on Figure 18). Normally
they do not exceed 10m, but locally in can be up to 30m and in buried valleys in can be even
thicker (Mills & Holiday, 1998). In composition, it is a firm, grey to yellowish brown clay containing
silt and sand rich patches locally, with a variety of pebble to cobble and above sized boulders; these
are mainly locally derived, but also contain examples of resistant northern Lake District and
southwest Scottish granites and volcanic rocks, though some glacial erratics from the Cheviot Hills
can be found in the east of the Council area (Lunn, 1995; Mills & Holliday, 1998; Young &
Lawrence, 2002).

Figure 20. Broad regional pattern of ice flow, with the North Sea Lobe ice stream coming
south from the Cheviots and along the coast, the Tyne Gap Ice Stream coming east from
the Lake District and Dumfries & Galloway down the Tyne valley, and a local source to
the southwest in the North Pennines (Yorke et al., 2012, p. 609, Fig. 1; after Raistrick,
1931). The Council area is broadly on the confluence between the North Sea Lobe and
the Tyne Gap Ice Stream.
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Figure 21. Detail of differing ice flow at different times during the Main Late Devensian
glaciation: LT1 – initially the Tyne Gap Ice Stream was active and powerful, pushing out
across the southern Northumberland plain and eroding strong rock ridges; LT2-3 – as the
TGIS began to wane, it became successively deflected by the North Sea Lobe until
flowing due east; LT4 – as the TGIS halts, local ice moves southeast down the North
Tyne valley (Livingstone et al 2012, p. 32, figure. 5C).

5.3 Ice sheet retreat
In the meantime, another ice body (the North Sea Lobe) had been flowing from the Scottish
Highlands via the Firth of Forth, and on into the area of the present North Sea. A southwards
edge of this lobe of ice, joined ice emanating from the Tweed valley, and flowed south-eastwards
down the present coastal strip of Northumberland and Durham. After around 19,000 years ago, a
gap opened up between the now retreating western Tyne Gap Ice Stream (Yorke et al., 2012) and
the still advancing North Sea Lobe ice. Any low ground between the two ice bodies became
flooded with meltwater issuing from the rapidly thinning and retreating glaciers, forming a series
of interconnected glacially-fed lakes (Smith, 1994, Mills & Holliday, 1998; Teasdale, 2013).
Figure 22 from Stone et al. (2010) shows Glacial Lake Wear occupying the lowlands between the
Tyne and Wear valleys, and reaching a far inland as Newcastle upon Tyne and Team Valley. It is
probable that a complex multi-phase series of lakes with varying depths existed in landscape
dominated by water. The lake waters could only escape through gaps between valleys, along the
ice margin or under the North Sea Lobe ice.
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Figure 22. Glacial Lake Wear (Stone et al., 2010, p. 227, Figure 73).

It has been suggested for over a century that a series of glacially-impounded, meltwater-fed lakes
may have existed to the north of Newcastle (Figure 23; Smythe, 1908; Dwerryhouse, 1902). In the
Newcastle area, the lake that was at Prestwick Carr Local Geological Site (Appendix H) overflowed to
the east via into Seaton Burn valley, where its progress eastwards was blocked by coastal ice. The
diverted flow cut a meltwater channel through drumlin ridges – the Hazlerigg Channel Local Geological
Site (Appendix I). The low-lying ground of the Ouseburn catchment may have been a pond which
fed into and cut the gorge at the Jesmond Dene Local Geological Site (Appendix E), which ultimately
drained into Glacial Lake Wear. This interpretation is still somewhat speculative, and requires
further study to confirm its validity.
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Figure 23. Hillshaded DTM of 1m LIDAR elevation data (illumination from 045o NE at 30 o
above horizon, with x5 vertical exaggeration) showing height in metres, with a model of glacial
lake drainage. The ice marginal positions are speculative, and may not have occurred
simultaneously. A series of ice marginal, meltwater-fed lakes drain into each other, via channels
which now host misfit streams. The final channel is Jesmond Dene, which fed into Glacial Lake
Wear (see Figure 22.).
The history of the Tyne Valley
The nature of the landforms and sediments in the Tyne Valley, for example the flood plain areas
at Blayney Row (NZ148654-NZ163654) and Newburn Haugh (NZ178643-NZ188640), have
recently been described in some detail (Yorke et al. 2007; 2012; 2013a; 2013b). Initially, when the
Tyne Gap Ice Stream was actively advancing down the valley in an easterly direction, it formed
large scale ice-sculpted bedrock ridges parallel with flow, patches of till, and entrenched channels
(Table 1). The start of retreat is marked by subglacial meltwater channels and ice-margin drainage
and deposition. The main phase of retreat is marked by mound and depression landforms,
including kames and kettle holes made up of poorly sorted gravels, sandy gravels and sands, locally
mixed with till. These were deposited chaotically on top of, within, below and marginal to the ice
sheet, from rivers, debris flows, slumps, as the ice stream thinned and melted. In the gap that
opened between the Tyne Gap Ice Stream and North Sea Lobe, a lake formed into which
laminated clays and silts built up. Progressively from the east a sand dominated, braided river
outwash plain formed in the Tyne Valley and prograded over the laminated lake sediments. Finally,
as the North Sea Lobe also retreated and Glacial Lake Wear was drained, the present drainage
system was established. The River Tyne cut down into the preceding deposits leaving behind the
major river terraces covered in alluvium (Figure 19).
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Phase

Landscape

Process

1

Ice sheet advance

Ice-moulded bedrock,
lineations, and
meltwater channels

Indicative of ice-flow direction. Indicative of former icesurface slope directions and ice-marginal positions

2

Ice sheet stagnation

Kame and kettle
topography

Indicative of ice-marginal zone and final ice wastage.
Supraglacial and ice-contact outwash deposition where meltout of buried ice occurred after the surface forming mounds
and intervening hollows

3

Deposition between
Tyne Gap Ice
Stream and North
Sea Lobe

Flat lake fill and
flattish outwash plain,
dissected by later
streams or rivers

Damming of meltwater by lowland ice. Lacustrine delta
development as meltwater enters lake. Westward retreating
ice sheet margin supplying sediment-laden meltwaters
deposited in extensive outwash plain in valley. Subsequent
terracing indicative of aggradation followed by incision

Table 1 Stages of Quaternary landscape evolution and superficial sediment build up
(after Yorke, 2012, p. 616, Table 3).

City of Newcastle Golf Course (Bent Hill, Fawdon)
The largest spread of glaciofluvial sands and gravels in the Newcastle area is shown as a pink colour
on Figure 19. It lies along the course of the Ouse Burn between Brunton Bridge (NZ204700) and
north of Gosforth (NZ248691). Recent re-mapping of the land to the immediate north of the site
prior to the publication of the latest revision of BGS Morpeth (Sheet 14) in 2001, found little or
no evidence for glaciofluvial deposits, and therefore re-categorized the surface deposits there as
till (glacial boulder clay or diamicton). The implication of this might be that the Bent Hill site may
not be underlain by glaciofluvial deposits, but by boulder clay instead.
Old lake beds
Finally, once the ice sheet had melted, there were a number of depressions in the till (boulder clay)
surface where lakes formed, for example Gosforth Lake (NZ255702). Over time these may
become fully infilled by fine lake sediments, leaving small, flat-topped areas behind. Examples can
be seen at Newbiggin Hall Estate (NZ203677), West Moor (NZ268702), just east of Gardener’s
Houses Farm (NZ217743), and most impressively at Prestwick Carr Local Geological Site
(Appendix H), north of Dinnington (NZ208738). These sites have the potential to contain
continuous sequences of glacial to post-glacial sediments, preserving environmental records
showing past climate and land-use change.

5.4 Post-glacial (Holocene) deposits
Two sets of post-glacial deposits are worthy of note. First, there is an extensive area of peat
northwest of Dinnington (NZ190740), at Prestwick Carr Local Geological Site (Appendix H). This
formed as the extensive 2-3km2 post-glacial lake became infilled and a wetland-loving flora took
over from fine sediment deposition. The peat reaches 2.7m thick (Young & Lawrence, 2002).
The final natural superficial deposit of note is river alluvium (Yorke, 2012). This occurs as narrow,
flat-topped deposits of silt and sand along the base of the valleys of Seaton Burn and Ouse Burn
above Jesmond (where it forms the gorge of the Jesmond Dene Local Geological Site – Appendix E),
and a wide tract along the River Tyne floodplains.
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6. Human impact on the landscape
Whilst it is often difficult to appreciate today, the industrial past of Newcastle has left a legacy of
landscape alteration. Perhaps the most pervasive impact of the past, and virtually invisible today,
is that of deep coal mining. A rare example is the Town Moor Local Geological Site (Appendix D)
where surface evidence of shallow bell pits and collapsed pillar and stall workings are clearly visible.
Collieries and their associated spoil heaps and the transport systems that connected them to the
Tyne were ubiquitous within the Council area. There has also been a history of 20th century open
cast coal mining. This was mainly in the northern and western parts of the Council area, though
two worked areas on the north side of the Town Moor, exploited during the Second World War,
are also notable. Open casting continues today at Brenkley Lane and as recently as 28 February
2019, an application was submitted for open cast coal mining and the removal of the underlying
fireclay (to make bricks) near to Throckley.
Substantial quantities of sandstone were also quarried historically. Mills & Holliday (1998, p. 90)
allude to: “Old small quarries, now largely infilled, are particularly numerous in the built up areas”.
Many examples remain evident even though restored in the vicinity of Kenton, but they are present
wherever the rock was close to the surface. There was also local quarrying of the igneous rock
dolerite and there is evidence of this in Throckley-Walbottle Dene Local Geological Site (Appendix A).
Perhaps most difficult impact to appreciate has been the widespread infilling and covering of the
natural ground surface by human action – “made ground”. It can include rubble from demolition,
embankments of roads and railways and refuse tips. These can vary in size from a few square
metres to hundreds of metres and over much of the city there is a thin veneer of artificial
(anthropogenic) material. But in some places, in particular within the denes that used to flow south
into the Tyne through what is now the city centre, there has been considerable infilling and
culverting. This legacy means that any development within these areas must take account of the
likelihood of variable and probably unstable, ground conditions and any planning consent must
always specify appropriate geotechnical investigation.
The scale human impact on the landscape is summarised on the final map (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. The main areas of human impact on the landscape, showing infilled ground (mainly open cast coal workings) and made ground
(rubble, clay, sand and gravel, extraction and raising ground level along the banks of the River Tyne). Many other smaller areas of made ground
exist.
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7. Glossary
Carboniferous A period of geological time between approximately 360-300 million year ago.
Though coal is mainly found in the latter part of the Carboniferous, the name
‘full of carbon’ resonates with this economic utility.
Consequent
Where rivers flow downslope, without any apparent influence of the
river drainage underlying geology (e.g. the influence of hard and soft rocks, influence of
pattern
faults as broadly linear lines of weakness etc.)
Devensian
The name given to the last glacial episode which started around 100,000 years
ago, was at its most severe between 27,000-21,000 years ago, and ended
around 14,700 years ago.
Esker
A linear or meandering ridge of sand and gravel left by a river flowing under,
within or on top of an ice sheet, which is left behind when it melts.
Fault
Essentially a crack in the Earth’s crust which form under tension or
compression and result in rocks slipping past each other in an earthquake. So
called ‘normal’ faults form when the Earth is stretched

Kame
Kettle hole

Mudstone

Quaternary
Sandstone
Subsequent
river drainage
pattern
Superficial
deposits
Till

A roughly cone shaped mound of sand and gravel. This may have formed on
the surface of a melting ice sheet, when sediment collects in a hollow, or
when a river flows off an ice sheet depositing a fan of sediment.
A roughly circular depression in a sand and gravel area, which may have a
pond in the bottom. May have formed when a piece of ice from a melting ice
sheet is left isolated and other sediment builds up around it; when it melts, it
leaves a depression behind.
Rock formed from a wide variety of complex aluminosilicate clay minerals,
which are very small and have a sheet-like form (imagine many, very tiny
sheets of paper. Which when dropped into water tend to very slowly drift to
the bottom and align in horizontal layers, giving the resulting rock a finely
laminated structure).
The last period of geological time, which began approximately 2.6 million
years ago, which is characterized by a series of glaciations and deglaciations.
Rock formed predominantly of sub-rounded grains of quartz (imagine a bag
of marbles, but smaller) cemented together.
When rivers appear to be influenced by the underlying geology (e.g. following
soft rocks, with a valley side (or sides) being formed from harder rocks)
Relatively recent, unconsolidated deposits that drape over the underlying
bedrock, such as those left by the last ice age (e.g. till (boulder clay)) or by
major rivers (e.g. alluvium)
A mix of various grain sizes from clay, silt, sand, pebbles, cobbles and
boulders (even sometime rafts of bed rock tens of metres across) commonly
called boulder clay.
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Appendix A
Site report for Throckley-Walbottle Dene (Coal Measures)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name

ThrockleyWalbottle Dene

NGR

NZ16406630 (~centre of Other
site)
numbers

Authority

[Northern
NZ16256738;

limit

Southern
NZ16856585]

limit

Newcastle City Council

Site
Number
site

Special Area

NCC
Area
of
Exceptional Landscape
Value, Open Space,
Wildlife Corridor, Site of
Archaeological Interest,
Local Nature Reserve,
Site
of
Nature
Conservation
Importance, Green Belt.
DEFRA
Woodland

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer
Newcastle
(1:25,000)

Surveyed By

Ian Jackson

Present
Status:

Site

OL316
– BGS Sheet(s)
upon Tyne
Date of Survey:

Habitats:

20 – Newcastle and 14 Morpeth
21.10.2019

Date
Designated:

Site Ownership Newcastle City Council Contact Details
and/or Tenancy (assumed)
for Permission
Details:
to Visit:

Site Description
General description:
Throckley-Walbottle Dene is a sinuous steep-sided wooded valley which was eroded by a
significantly more powerful flow of water than the small stream that runs along it now.
Bedrock is commonly but discontinuously exposed in and beside the stream bed and in the
valley sides. Rights of Way run through the Dene and along its rim. Because of natural slope
creep and human activity, including old coal workings, much of the exposure in the Dene is
now covered by talus (rock, soil and some anthropogenic – man-made - debris which has
fallen down the slope). In addition to substantial evidence of coal mining (multiple shafts,
adits and outcrop working); a quarry in an igneous intrusion has also been identified. There
is less exposure of bedrock and coal working today than was seen and recorded during the
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surveys by BGS in the early 1980s. Two sub-conical depressions within the Dene have
been locally identified as WW2 bomb craters.
Site parking and access:
On-street car parking is available at Westway, Mayfield Avenue and Hexham Road.
General description of geology/geomorphology:
Stream and valley section through the Carboniferous Pennine Middle Coal Measures
(Duckmantian Substage) ranging from strata just above the Hutton coal seam through the
Durham Low Main coal seam, to just above Bensham (or Maudlin) coal seam. The
regional dip of the rocks is gently south-southeast There is minor east-west faulting downthrowing to the north which breaks up the sequence in the Dene. Rock types currently
exposed are predominantly sandstone with siltstone and subordinate mudstone, plus 3
named coal seams. The sandstone above the Durham Low Main coal seam is also
sufficiently persistent to be named – the Low Main Post. It has a massive, cross-bedded
structure and has been formerly recorded as reaching 20-40m in thickness. An igneous
dyke known by miners as a “whin dyke”, (a vertical sheet of rock intruded as molten
magma) was recorded in very early geological surveys of the Dene and a linear
excavation consistent with it being quarried is still visible today. The intrusion is said to be
a tholeiitic basalt and was emplaced in the Palaeogene period. A minimum of 6 mine
shafts for coal occur on the rim of the Dene, there will be many more; several of these
shafts are named and details of their depth and strata encountered are documented.
Remnants of buildings/stone walls in the southern part of the Dene are probably parts of
one of the coal mines – named “Winning Pit”. Additionally there are at least two adits
(horizontal tunnels to work coal) and multiple. ill-defined, shallow old coal workings along
the Dene just below the rim.

Management issues
Site type:
Exposure or extensive site – River and stream sections
Threats:
• Stream management
• Chronic valley side slope creep
• Vegetation encroachment
• Fly tipping
• Informal and formal building and infrastructure development
• Tree and shrub planting
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
2. Regular site monitoring (5 years)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Monitor installation of engineering structures (eg pipelines)
5. Vegetation management
6. Avoid future tree and shrub planting
7. Restrict informal building and development
8. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This is a popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored:
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1. Clear vegetation which obscures views of rock faces
2. Consider excavating and clearing some of the talus beside the stream which covers
the bedrock to better expose the rocks
3. Permanent interpretation panel(s) (augment “Friends of Dene” material)
4. Leaflet or augment and reprint “Friends of Dene” material
5. Public field trips in summer (perhaps part of Hadrian’s Wall Trail programmes)
Literature References and Other Existing Records
MILLS. D.A.C., Holliday D. W. 1998. Geology of the country around Newcastle upon Tyne.
Memoir of the British Geological Survey, Sheet 20 (England and Wales).
Coal Authority Records, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire.
British Geological Survey, National Geoscience Information Centre, Keyworth, Nottingham
(and in particular 1:50000 and 1:10000 scale geological maps).
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure. 2. Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale maps of bedrock – Morpeth (14) and Newcastle
20 (not to scale)
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Figure 3. Satellite image and possible site boundary
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Photographs

Photo 1. General view north of south entrance to Dene
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Photo 2. View west of remains of buildings assumed to be associated with Winning coal mine
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Photo 3. View north of well bedded sandstone in stream bed
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Photo 4 View southeast from bridge over stream of sandstone in stream bed dipping at low
angle
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Photo 5. View northeast of cross-bedded sandstone and siltstone in stream bed
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Photo 6. View east of probable quarry excavation in Tholeiitic dyke
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Photo 7. View west of probable line of tholeiitic dyke crossing stream
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Photo 8. View east of well bedded sandstone exposure
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Photo 9. General view south from road crossing
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Photo 10. Typical view (west) of bedrock extensively covered by talus and vegetation
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Photo 11. View east into alleged WW2 bomb crater
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Photo 12. View north of valley opening out; sporadic sandstone outcrops in stream
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Photo 13. View north of stream emerging from culvert under A69
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Photo 14. View of one of several stables/sheds at southern end of Dene
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active surface
processes

•

Slope creep

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Landforms

•

River gorge

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Sedimentary

•

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. Fossils

•

Variety of rock types with
sedimentary structures: deltaic
sandstones and siltstones,
subordinate mudstones, coal
Plant fossils possible

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. Igneous

•

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. Metamorphic

•

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

Palaeogene tholeiitic dyke
recorded (but only quarry
excavation visible)
Possible narrow zone in
sedimentary rocks adjacent to
dyke
Shallow regional dip southsoutheast (<5 degrees)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8. Minerals

•

None

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9. Contribution to
local
diversity
/
rarity

•

Exposed sedimentary rocks, line
of igneous dyke, coal mining
history

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Educational
Value

Comments/Details
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

Good site for general public and
basic introduction of many basic
geological concepts including
environmental and climate
change, plus industrial heritage

Historical
Value

Comments/Details

1. Historical
Associations

•

WW2 bomb craters, coal mining

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Earth Science
Associations

•

None

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Economic
Activity

•

Former coal working

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

Locally dene walk

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Well used site by local people

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Access and Comments/Details
Safety
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1. Road access
& Parking

•

On-street parking at nearby

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2.

Safety
access

of

•

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3.

Safety of
exposure

•

Good but some sections of path
close to stream require
maintenance
Minimal hazard if stay on paths

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. Permission to
visit

•

Well used footpaths within the site

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5.

Current
condition

•

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6.

Current
conflicting
activities

•

Poor – much rock exposure
covered in soil and rock debris,
plus overgrown in several places
Ad hoc sheds and horse stables

7.

Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8.

Nature of
exposure

•

Stream section
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

✓ Extensive sequence of sandstones, plus
indirect evidence of igneous dyke and former
coal mining

B.
Educational Value and Site ✓ Good site with easy access
Access & Safety
C. Historic Value

✓ Link to industrial archaeology (coal) and
WW2

D. Aesthetic Value

✓ The site has good amenity/recreational
value

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / YES
RIGS?

NO

Reason why:
Extensive exposures of sandstones, evidence of igneous intrusion and coal mining.
Access is good.
Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Appendix B
Site report for Sugley Dene (Coal Measures)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name

Sugley Dene
(Denton Burn)

Site
Number

NGR

NZ19006520 (~centre of
site)

Other site
numbers

[Northern limit
NZ19156580;
Southern limit
NZ18876455]
Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area

NCC Open Space area,
Wildlife Corridor and
Local Nature Reserve
DEFRA Habitats:
Woodland

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

20 – Newcastle

Surveyed By

Ian Jackson

Date of Survey:

16.10.2019

Present Site
Status:
Site Ownership
and/or Tenancy
Details:

Date
Designated:
Newcastle City Council
(assumed)

Contact Details
for Permission
to Visit:

Site Description
General description:
Sugley Dene is a steep-sided wooded valley which was eroded by a significantly more
powerful flow of water than the small stream that runs along it today. Bedrock is commonly
but discontinuously exposed in and beside the stream bed and in the valley sides. A footpath
and former boardwalk with several wooden bridges run through the Dene but they are in a
seriously dilapidated state and access to the Dene south of Neptune Road has been closed
off because the path is not safe and in many places is no longer in place. The extreme
northern section of the Dene has also been closed off due to stream erosion of the adjacent
walkway. Because of natural slope creep and human activity much of the bedrock exposure
in the Dene is covered by talus (rock, soil and some anthropogenic – man-made - debris
which has fallen down the slope).
Site parking and access:
On-street car parking is available at Neptune Road.
General description of geology/geomorphology:
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Stream and valley section through the Carboniferous Pennine Middle Coal Measures
(Duckmantian Substage). The rocks in the northern part of the Dene are cut by a major
geological fault running approximately southwest-northeast – the “Ninety Fathom Dyke”
and an associated fault to the north. Both down-throw to the north. To the north of the
Ninety Fathom fault strata range from the High Main Marine Band to a thin coal just above
it. South of the Ninety Fathom fault strata range from the Brass Thill Coal to a sandstone
above the Durham Low Main Coal. The dip of the rocks in the Dene is variable, in
particular close to the faults, where angles of between 10-40 degrees to the south have
been recorded. Bedrock is exposed throughout much of the Dene. Discontinuous
exposures of sandstone predominate, one with extremely good fossil ripple marks. But
there are also exposures of mudstone and up to 3m of mudstone was seen in the section
of the Dene south of Neptune Road (14 metres was formerly recorded near this point).
Such thick outcrops of mudstone are rare as this rock type weathers easily and is usually
covered by talus. The Ninety Fathom Dyke (fault) is a very important structure in the
geological and tectonic history of the north of England. It was part of a major fault system
that controlled sedimentation throughout the Carboniferous Period. This fault system
produced the differences between the rocks of the Northumberland Trough and the Alston
Block/Pennines. Its origins may even go back to the collision and joining of former
continents 420 million years ago – something geologists refer to as the Iapetus Suture.
The highly variable dips in the stream and valley exposures are evidence of the proximity
of the fault(s), but it itself is not apparent at surface within the Dene – its position and
throw (vertical distance of dislocation, some 200m) are proved by evidence from deep
coal mine plans.

Management issues
Site type:
Exposure or extensive site – River and stream sections
Threats:
• Continued dilapidation of paths, boardwalks and bridges
• Stream management
• Chronic valley side slope creep
• Vegetation encroachment
• Fly tipping and ad hoc dumping of rubbish
• Tree and shrub planting
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
2. Regular site monitoring (5 years)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Monitor installation of engineering structures (eg pipelines)
5. Vegetation management
6. Avoid future tree and shrub planting
7. Restrict informal building and development
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8. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This could be a popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored, but they will involve significant cost:
1. Substantial replacement of footpath, boardwalks and bridges, especially in southern
section (south of Neptune Road)
2. Clear vegetation which obscures views of rock faces
3. Consider excavating and clearing some of the talus beside the stream which covers
the bedrock to better expose the rocks
4. Permanent interpretation panel(s)
5. Leaflet
6. Public field trips in summer (perhaps part of Hadrian’s Wall Trail programmes)
Literature References and Other Existing Records
MILLS. D.A.C., Holliday, D. W. 1998. Geology of the country around Newcastle upon Tyne.
Memoir of the British Geological Survey, Sheet 20 (England and Wales).
Coal Authority Records, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire.
British Geological Survey, National Geoscience Information Centre, Keyworth, Nottingham
(and in particular 1:50000 and 1:10000 scale geological maps)
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure. 2. Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale map of bedrock – Newcastle 20 (not to
scale)
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Figure 3. Satellite image and possible site boundary
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Photographs

Photo 1. View south of blocked off entrance to southern section of Dene
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Photo 2. View south of disused path into the southern section of the dene
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Photo 3. View southwest of sandstone exposure close to stream culvert entrance
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Photo 4. View west of 3m exposure of mudstone beneath outcrop of sandstone
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Photo 5. View southeast of sandstone-siltstone exposure typically covered by talus
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Photo 6. View south of dilapidated boardwalk
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Photo 7 View southeast of broken bridge over stream
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Photo 8. View east of discontinuous sandstone outcrops partly covered by talus
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Photo 9. View west in northern section of Dene north of Neptune Road
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Photo 10 View east of steeply dipping rocks associated with major fault (arrow shows
dip of rocks)
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Photo 11. View northwest in stream bed in northern section of Dene showing fossilized
ripple marks
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Photo 12. View north showing erosion of footpath and sporadic outcrops of sandstone in
stream
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active surface
processes

•

Slope creep

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Landforms

•

River gorge

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Sedimentary

•

Variety of rock types with
sedimentary structures, including
ripple marks: deltaic sandstones
and siltstones, subordinate
mudstones, coal

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. Fossils

•

Plant fossils possible

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. Igneous

•

None

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

Dene is cut by the Ninety Fathom
Fault

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8. Minerals

•

None

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

Exposed sedimentary rocks, in
particular of mudstone and ripple
marks; line of significant fault
evidenced by dipping/disturbed
strata

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Educational
Value

Comments/Details
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

•

Good site for general public and
basic introduction of many basic
geological concepts including
environmental and climate
change, plus earth movements

Historical
Value

Comments/Details

1. Historical
Associations

•

Coal mining

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Earth Science
Associations

•

Major fault

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Economic
Activity

•

Coal mining

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

Local natural space in an
otherwise suburban area

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Southern section cannot be
accessed

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Access and
Safety

Comments/Details

1. Road access
& Parking

•

On-street parking at Neptune
Road and adjacent suburban
streets

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Safety of
access

•

Access unsafe south of Neptune
Road

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Safety of
exposure

•

See 2. above

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. Permission to
visit

•

See 2. above

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. Current
condition

•

Poor – much rock exposure
covered in soil and rock debris,
plus overgrown in several places

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

Ad hoc sheds and horse stables

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8. Nature of
exposure

•

Stream section
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

✓ Site of major tectonic feature, plus rare
extensive mudstone exposure in southern
section and good ripple marks in sandstone

B.
Educational Value and Site ✓ Northern section where fault located is ok
Access & Safety
but southern section is dangerous
C. Historic Value

✓ Limited link to coal mining

D. Aesthetic Value

✓ Only northern section unless substantial
and expensive work is done

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / YES
RIGS?

NO

Reason why:
Site of highly disturbed strata indicating presence of major regional/national tectonic
feature (the Ninety Fathom Dyke/Fault), coupled with exposures of excellent
sedimentary structures (ripple marks) and outcrop of mudstone.
Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Appendix C
Site report for St. Anthony’s (Coal Measures)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name

St Anthony’s

Site
Number

NGR

NZ28286320 (~centre of
site)

Other site
numbers

[North-western limit
NZ28406312;
South-eastern limit
NZ28166329]
Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area

NCC Open Space area
DEFRA Habitats:
Woodland

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

21 – Sunderland

Surveyed By

Ian Jackson

Date of Survey:

16.10.2019

Present Site
Status:
Site Ownership
and/or Tenancy
Details:

Date
Designated:
Newcastle City Council
(assumed)

Contact Details
for Permission
to Visit:

Site Description
General description:
Exposure in river cliff, potentially modified by engineering and/or quarrying, on north bank
of River Tyne, immediately north of/above Hadrian’s Wall Trail. Because of natural slope
creep and human activity much of the exposure is now covered by talus (rock, soil and
anthropogenic - man-made - debris which has fallen down the slope). In addition
regeneration of vegetation between the Trail and cliff means views of the bedrock exposure
are often obscured and the rocks are very difficult to approach. It is apparent that
landscaping and other access improvements have effectively concealed much of the very
extensive geological exposure that was seen during the surveys by BGS in the 1970s.
Rockfall netting has been put in place to protect the Trail beneath which also obscures parts
of the section.
Site parking and access:
Off-street car parking is available at the eastern end of the site between the river and
Hadrian’s Way..
General description of geology/geomorphology:
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Intermittent section through the Carboniferous Pennine Middle Coal Measures
(Duckmantian Substage) ranging from strata above the Ryhope Five-quarter coal seam
through to just above Kirkby’s Marine Band. The regional dip of the rocks is gently east.
Rock types currently exposed are predominantly sandstone (~3m) with siltstone and a bed
of mudstone/carbonaceous shale and possibly coal (~0.5m). This is based on observation
from the Trail; it was not possible to reach the exposure safely. The section formerly seen
at this site and recorded on BGS 1:10,000 scale map NZ26SE shows 22.1m of strata:
Seatearth mudstone 0.3m
Sandstone 3.2m
Siltstone 1.2m
Mudstone 0.9m
Coal, carbonaceous shale 1.1m
Seatearth mudstone 0.3m
Sandstone 8.2m
Mudstone 2.4m
Mudstone with Lingula (Kirkby’s Marine Band) 0.9m
Seatearth mudstone 0.1m
Sandstone 3.5m
Kirkby’s Marine Band (a local equivalent name for the Haughton Marine Band) is a
specific representative of a rock type composed of mudstone/shale containing fossils
which indicate that the environment at the time of deposition was marine (offshore). It is
thus a significant marker horizon in a sequence of rocks that was predominantly deposited
onshore and as such allows correlation of rock sequences elsewhere in the region and
across the UK. A full description of the fossil fauna found is recorded in the BGS
Sunderland Memoir (see Literature References).

Management issues
Site type:
Exposure or extensive site – River and stream sections
Threats:
• River management
• Cliff stabilisation
• Vegetation encroachment
• Fly tipping
• Development
• Tree and shrub planting
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
2. Regular site monitoring (5 years)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Avoid installation of engineering structures
5. Vegetation management
6. Avoid future tree and shrub planting near and in front of geological features
7. Restrict development
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8. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This is a very popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored:
1. Clear vegetation which obscures view of rock face
2. Consider excavating and clearing some of the talus which covers the exposure to
reveal the marine band and adjacent strata
3. Re-design the rockfall protection system
4. Permanent interpretation panel(s)
5. Leaflet
6. Public field trips in summer (perhaps part of Hadrian’s Wall Trail programmes)
Literature References and Other Existing Records
SMITH, D. B. 1994. Geology of the country around Sunderland. Memoir of the British
Geological Survey, Sheet 21 (England and Wales).
RICHARDSON, G. 1983 Geological notes and local details for 1:10,000 sheets NZ26NW,
NE, SW and SE. Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead: part of 1:50,000 sheets 14
(Morpeth), 15 (Tynemouth), 20 (Newcastle upon Tyne) and 21 (Sunderland).
Nottingham, UK, Institute of Geological Sciences. (WA/DM/83/030) (Unpublished)
Coal Authority Records, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire.
British Geological Survey, National Geoscience Information Centre, Keyworth, Nottingham
(and in particular 1:50000 and 1:10000 scale geological maps)
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure 2. Location of site - 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey map of the area (not to scale)
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Fig. 3. Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale map of bedrock (not to scale)
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Figure 4. Satellite image and possible site boundary
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Photographs

Photo 1 View northwest along Hadrian’s Wall Trail
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Photo 2 View southeast along Hadrian’s Wall Trail

91

Photo 3 View east of typical dense undergrowth obscuring view and access

92

Photo 4 View east showing sandstone exposure behind damaged rockfall netting
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Photo 5 View northeast showing sandstone exposed in cliff with gorse overgrowth and rockfall
protection netting
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Photo 6 General view northeast of mudstone and carbonaceous shale strata between
sandstone beds

95

Photo 7 Close up view northeast of mudstone, carbonaceous shale and possible coal

96

Photo 8 Close up view northeast of mudstone, carbonaceous shale and possible coal
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Photo 9 View northeast of thick sandstone and siltstone sequence

98

Figure 10 View northeast of sandstone exposure mostly obscured by undergrowth
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active
surface
processes

•

Slope creep

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Landforms

•

River cliff

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Sedimentary

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Fossils

•

5. Igneous

•

Variety of rock types with
sedimentary structures:
deltaic sandstones and
siltstones, seatearth
mudstones, coal,
carbonaceous shales,
marine mudstones
Variety of marine fossils
formerly seen in the marine
mudstone
None

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

Shallow regional dip
southeast (<5 degrees)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

Educational
Value

One of the best potential
sites of a marine band
within the Carboniferous
Coal Measures sequence
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Historical
Value

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Excellent site for general
public and basic introduction
of many basic geological
concepts including
environmental and climate
change
Comments/Details

1. Historical
Associations

•

Limited – coal mining

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Earth
Science
Associations

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Economic
Activity

•

Limited – coal mining

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Locally riverside walk

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very well used site by local
people and Hadrian’s Wall
Trail hikers
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Road access
& Parking

•

Good parking at eastern
end of the site

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Safety of
access

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Safety of
exposure

•

Potentially good view from
the Trail path which is well
maintained. Poor for close
access
Minimal hazard if stay on
Trail

4. Permission to
visit

•

Popular well used
Trail/footpath alongside the
site

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Current
condition

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

Poor – most of rock
exposure covered in soil
and rock debris and
vegetation
Rockfall protection will need
re-designing

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8. Nature of
exposure

•

River cliff section

Access and
Safety

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

✓ Regionally significant marine fossil location
and good sedimentary geology

B. Educational Value and Site Access ✓ Potentially great site with excellent access
& Safety
C. Historic Value

X Limited

D. Aesthetic Value

✓ The site has significant amenity/recreational
value

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
Presence of Marine Band (regionally significant fossiliferous horizon), plus variety of
sedimentary rocks coupled with potentially excellent visibility, access and popularity of
adjacent trail.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Appendix D
Site report for Town Moor (Coal Measures)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment Form
Site Name

Town Moor, Newcastle upon Tyne

Site Number
NGR
Other
numbers

NZ229659 (centre)
site Previously known as ‘Town Moor RIGS’ (Regionally Important
Geological Site2)

Local Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area
OS Sheet(s)

Landranger 1:50,000 Newcastle
Sunderland and Durham, sheet 88

upon

Tyne,

Durham

and

Explorer 1:25,000 Newcastle upon Tyne, sheet 316
BGS Sheet(s)

Newcastle, England and Wales sheet 20: Solid edition
Newcastle, England and Wales sheet 20: Solid and Drift edition

Surveyed
(date):

By Alistair Bowden and Ian Jackson, 27 June 2019

What
guidelines North East Geodiversity Forum Handbook
(and version) was
Version 1.3 (17 May 2011)
used
for
the
survey:
Previous Surveys
(dates):
Present
Geological Status
(date):
Other
Designations
(date):
Site Description
Synopsis
Area of pre-industrial / medieval coal working in the High Main coal seam, showing a variety
of surface features.
General description:

RIGS were introduced in 1990 and were superseded in 2006 by Local Geological Sites. They are equivalent second
tier (i.e. below Sites of Special Scientific Interest) designations, for sites geodiversity sites of regional/local (i.e. below
national and international) significance.
2
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Pasture / recreation land on Newcastle’s Town Moor, approximately 500m x 500m to the
southwest of Cow Hill, immediately south of the A167 at the west end of its crossing of the
Town Moor
Site parking and access:

Description of geology/geomorphology:
The area is covered by a thin veneer of till (boulder clay) probably just a few metres thick.
Beneath this is a bed of sandstone. In the northwest corner of the site, this is negligible
thickness, as the outcrop of the High Main Coal is marked at or just outside this corner of
the site. This sandstone attains is greatest thickness, up to ~15m, in the southwest corner
of the site, which is just below the inferred position of the High Main Marine Band.
Beneath this is the High Main Coal, ‘one of the thickest and most consistent seams in the
district. The early coal industry of the area was largely based on this coal, which is rarely
less than 1.5m thick and is generally over 2m thick.’ (Mills & Holliday, 1998, p. 56).
There is historical evidence that the surface traces of coal mining on the Town Moor, may
go back to the fourteenth century or even earlier. ‘The first specific reference to the Moor
which has come down in writing occurs in letters patent of Edward III, dated 10th May, 1357.
… This indicates that the rights of the burgesses of Newcastle in the Moor were established
as early as 1213… The letters patent continue … “the burgesses and their heirs shall hold
the land and moor aforesaid by aforesaid bounds as appurtenant to the town with all the
profits thereof, as they ought to have held them and have held them since the date of the
said charters and letters, with power to dig and have mines of coal and stones therein, and
make their profit thereof in aid of the farm of the town without impediment” …though mines
and pits were established in accordance with the terms of Edward III’s grant, they were
maintained and worked for the benefit and convenience of the burgesses of the town rather
than as a commercial enterprise designed to swell the corporate funds. Such mines were
sunk and operated under the direction of the Common Council to that end that every citizen
might enjoy a plentiful supply of coal at the lowest possible cost.’ (Halcrow, 1953, p. 149151).
It seems likely that such medieval, pre-industrial coal mining was of two varieties. First, at
shallower depths and earlier in history, coal was won from ‘bell pits’, where a shaft was dug
down to a coal seam and then worked laterally, as far as the miner dared, in all directions.
Then a succeeding shaft was sunk and again, the coal worked laterally in all directions. The
later, more sophisticated pre-industrial method of working coal which could warrant deeper
shafts, was a more extensive underground system of pillar and stall working. In this case,
long corridor-like tunnels called ‘stalls’ were dug in the coal in a grid pattern, leaving ‘pillars’
of coal behind holding up the roof.
Research at The Coal Authority national mine records office identified no mine plans of
workings in the High Main coal in their collection. This was expected; the coal had been
mined centuries before plans of mines were made or required by statute, it does not
however mean that plans do not exist in private hands. Thus The Coal Authority definitive
record shows only “probable shallow coal workings” and 2 old shafts beneath the site. 15
mine plans for coal seams deeper than the High Main were inspected (Main coal seam and
below which were worked from shafts/adits near Spital Tongues, Benwell and Fenham).
Interpretation of geology/geomorphology:
The surface remains on this site record two things. First, there are shafts, which may be
evidenced by circular depressions ~1-2m in diameter and/or upstanding rings of spoil
thrown up from digging the shafts. Second, there are collapsed workings: these may be
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roughly circular (perhaps up to 20m in diameter) representing collapsed bell pits or more
rectangular or grid-patterned, suggestive of collapsed pillar and stall workings.
Figure 7b shows a tentative assignment of an area of bell pits in the north west of the site,
with larger scale pillar and stall subsidence over the remainder of the site.
Museum collections:
N/A
Notes on biological or archaeological points of interest:
The surface traces of coal mine workings are archaeological, as much as they are
geological. Parts of the Town Moor are listed on the Historic Environment Record.

Management issues
Site type:
Disused pit (ED)
Mine dump (FD)
Threats:
Any activity which degrades surface features (e.g. heavy grazing in wet conditions,
ploughing, use of heavy machinery etc.)
Conservation actions:
Avoid threats listed above
Accessibility actions:
The Town Moor is a very accessible location – no positive action required.
Literature References
AYRIS, I. & LINSLEY, S.M. 1994. A guide to the industrial archaeology of Tyne & Wear.
Published by the Tyne & Wear Specialist Conservation Team, Development
Department, Newcastle upon Tyne City Council in association with Gateshead
Metropolitan Borough Council, North Tyneside Council, Borough of South
Tyneside and the City of Sunderland.
HALCROW, E.M. 1953. The Town Moor of Newcastle upon Tyne. Archaeologia Aeliana,
4, XIII, p. 149-164.
MILLS, D.A.C. & HOLLIDAY, D.W. 1998. Geology of the district around Newcastle upon
Tyne, Gateshead and Consett. Memoir of the Geological Survey of Great Britain,
sheet 20 (England and Wales). London: The Stationary Office.
LOFTHOUSE, C. 1995. Town Moor, Newcastle upon Tyne, Archaeological Survey Report.
Royal Commission on the Historic Monuments of England.
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Maps and plans of site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure 2. Scan of the 1:50,000 solid map: grey denotes mudstone, green denotes sandstone
and the black dashed line marked HIGH MAIN is the thick coal seam that was being mined in
the Cow Hill area.
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Figure 3. Scan of the 1:50,000 solid and drift map: sky blue colour (i.e. the whole area)
denotes till (boulder clay)
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Figure 4. Detail of the solid and superficial geology from the British Geological Survey
1:10,000 sheet (NZ26NW)
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Figure 5. RCHME survey of the area, showing a series of mining related features, overprinted
in the northly quadrant by NW-SE directed medieval ridge and furrow ploughing.
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Figure 6. RCHME survey of the area overlain over satellite image
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Fig. 7a. Environment Agency LIDAR of the area.

Fig. 7b. This appears to show a relatively small zone in the northwest corner (to the NW of the
blue dashed line) of many small depressions and mounds. This area is tentatively associated
with bell pit workings, as it is closest to the outcrop with the thinnest sandstone cover. The
remaining area (to the south and east of the blue dashed line) is characterised by fewer, larger
scale mounds and depressions. This area is tentatively associated with subsidence over later
pillar and stall workings. Two possible shaft heads are picked out with red arrows.
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Photographs
NOTE: These subtle features do not photograph easily. Low angled light, rather than
midday sun on an unusually sunny day, may provide greater contrast.

Photo 1. Broadly circular depression, approximately 6-8m wide and 1.5m deep
(NZ229660, looking NW)
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Photo 2. Photo taken from within a depression towards subtly higher ground (picked
out slightly by dray grass), with the upstanding avenues rising up in the distance
NZ230660, looking SSW)
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Photo 3. Photo looking along a broadly linear depressional feature (NZ230659,
looking WNW)
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Photo 4. Photo of the contrast in height between the high avenue on the left and the
low hummocky field to the right (NZ229658, looking NW)
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active
surface
processes

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Landforms

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Sedimentary

•

Subsidence over shallow
coal workings
None

4. Fossils

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Igneous

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

Rare surface urban
evidence of ancient mining
in the coal seam (High
Main) that made the city rich
and famous
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Rare site to see indirect
evidence for the historic
mining of coal and thus the
basis for Newcastle’s fame
and fortune
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Historical
Associations

•

Coal mining

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Earth
Science
Associations

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Economic
Activity

•

Coal mining

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

Educational
Value

Historical
Value

Part of wider Town Moor
open space in city centre
location

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Access and
Safety

Comments/Details

1. Road access
& Parking

•

2. Safety of
access

Popular footpaths run
through the site

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

On-street parking at
Fenham Hall Drive and
adjacent suburban streets
ok

3. Safety of
exposure

•

ok

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Permission to
visit

•

ok

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Current
condition

•

Undulating grazing pasture

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

None

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8. Nature of
exposure

•

Stream section

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

X Subsidence over shallow coal working is the
only feature to be seen

B. Educational Value and Site Access ✓ Good evidence of subsidence over shallow
& Safety
coal working
C. Historic Value

✓ Rare link to coal mining within city centre

D. Aesthetic Value

X None

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
Bell pit and probable pillar and stall subsidence provide a rare physical link to mining of coal
within the City.
Note: If future building development provides the opportunity to expose and preserve a coal
seam with/without mine workings within the city limits this should be taken.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Appendix E
Site report for Jesmond Dene (Coal Measures)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name

Jesmond Dene Site
(Coal
Number
Measures)

NGR

NZ26006680 (~centre
of site)

Other site
numbers

[Northern limit
NZ25556810;
Southern limit
NZ26306545]
Authority

Newcastle City
Council

Special Area

NCC Area of
Exceptional
Landscape Value,
Open Space, Wildlife
Corridor, Area of
Countryside
Character, Site of
Nature Conservation
Importance, Site of
Archaeological
Importance.
DEFRA Habitats:
Woodland

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

20 – Newcastle and
14 - Morpeth

Surveyed By

Ian Jackson

Date of
Survey:

11.10.2019

Present Site
Status:
Site
Ownership
and/or
Tenancy
Details:

Date
Designated:
Newcastle City
Council (assumed)

Contact
Details for
Permission to
Visit:
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Site Description
General description:
Jesmond Dene is a sinuous wooded valley, often with steep sides, which was eroded by a
significantly more powerful flow of water than the small stream that runs along it now.
Bedrock is commonly but discontinuously exposed in and beside the stream bed and in the
valley sides. The Dene is a very popular recreational green space within the city and a
network of footpaths run through it. Because of extensive human activity and landscaping
(particularly by Lord Armstrong), plus quarrying of sandstone and old coal workings, the
Dene has changed much in the last 250 years. Exposure of bedrock within the Dene is also
now commonly covered by vegetation and talus (rock, soil and some anthropogenic – manmade - debris which has fallen down the slope). There appears to be less exposure of
bedrock and coal working today than was seen and recorded during the geological surveys
by BGS in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Site parking and access:
Off-street car parking is available at the Visitor Centre north of Armstrong Bridge and beside
Paddy Freeman’s Park.
General description of geology/geomorphology:
Discontinuous sections through the Carboniferous Pennine Middle Coal Measures
(Duckmantian Substage), ranging from strata below the Ryhope Little Coal seam through
to just above Kirkby’s Marine Band. The regional dip of the rocks is gently east-south-east.
Rock types currently exposed are predominantly sandstone. BGS surveys in the 197080s record up to 10m of sandstone visible in the old quarries and substantial sections still
remain. There are also exposures of siltstone and thin mudstones and coals. One
mudstone sequence formerly seen contains marine fossils (known as the Kirkby’s Marine
Band). The Ryhope Little Coal is locally known as the Seventy Fathom Coal and the
sandstone above it the Seventy Fathom Post. This coal reached up to 2m thick in this
area and was mined from South Gosforth Colliery and from shafts and drifts in and around
the Dene. A section formerly seen at this site and recorded on BGS 1:10,000 scale map
NZ26NE at NGR NZ25746724 shows 25.0m of strata; unfortunately it is now overgrown
and talus covered:
Sandstone, fine grained, thin bedded 2.0m
Mudstone with Lingula and fish 0.15m
Mudstone and mudstone with ‘mussels’ 1.0m
Mudstone with Lingula 0.25m
Coal 0.15m
Mudstone with coal bands 0.25m
Seatearth and mudstone 0.8m
Siltstone and sandstone 3.7m
Siltstone and sandstone poorly exposed 3.7m
Sandstone, massive, cross-bedded 3.0m
Siltstone and sandstone, poorly exposed 4.3m
Sandstone, fine-grained, thin-bedded 2.0m
Sandstone, medium grained, massive 3.2m
To stream bed
The 1.4m of mudstone with Lingula (a fossil shellfish), mussels and fish debris is the
Kirkby’s Marine Band (a local equivalent name for the Haughton Marine Band). It is a
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specific representative of a rock type composed of mudstone/shale containing fossils
which indicate that the environment at the time of deposition was marine (offshore). It is
thus a significant marker horizon in a sequence of rocks that was predominantly deposited
onshore and as such allows correlation of rock sequences elsewhere in the region and
across the UK. A detailed collection of fossils was not made by BGS at this locality but
was at St Anthony’s and is recorded in the BGS Sunderland memoir.

Management issues
Site type:
Exposure or extensive site – River and stream sections
Threats:
• River management
• Cliff stabilisation
• Vegetation encroachment
• Development
• Graffiti and vandalism
• Tree and shrub planting
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
2. Regular site monitoring (1 year)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Controlled installation of engineering structures
5. Vegetation management
6. Avoid future tree and shrub planting near and in front of geological features
7. Restrict development
8. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This is a very popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored:
1. Clear vegetation which obscures view of rock face
2. Consider excavating and clearing some of the talus which covers the exposure to
reveal the marine band and adjacent strata
3. Permanent interpretation panel(s) and signposting – collaborate with Friends of
Jesmond Dene
4. Leaflet - collaborate with Friends of Jesmond Dene
5. Public field trips, and/or a self-guided GeoTrail,
Literature References and Other Existing Records
RICHARDSON, G. 1983 Geological notes and local details for 1:10,000 sheets NZ26NW,
NE, SW and SE. Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead: part of 1:50,000 sheets 14
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(Morpeth), 15 (Tynemouth), 20 (Newcastle upon Tyne) and 21 (Sunderland).
Nottingham, UK, Institute of Geological Sciences. (WA/DM/83/030) (Unpublished)
MILLS. D.A.C., HOLLIDAY, D. W. 1998. Geology of the country around Newcastle upon
Tyne. Memoir of the British Geological Survey, Sheet 20 (England and Wales).
Coal Authority Records, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire.
British Geological Survey, National Geoscience Information Centre, Keyworth, Nottingham
(and in particular 1:50000 and 1:10000 scale geological maps)
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure. 2. Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale maps of bedrock (not to scale)
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Figure 3. Satellite image and possible site boundary (very approximate)
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Photographs

Photos 1-3 Views south in northern section of dene showing overgrown and talus covered
(inaccessible) exposures on steep valley sides
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Photos 4-6 General and detailed views east of old quarry on east side of dene exposing
sandstone overlying thin coal and mudstone probably below the Ryhope Five-quarter Coal
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Photos 7-8 Views east and south of sandstone and siltstone exposures on east side of dene
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Photo 9 View northeast of cross-bedded sandstone directly adjacent to footpath on east bank
of stream
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Photo 10 View east of thick sandstone exposed in old quarry east of stream
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Photo 11 View north of waterfall over sandstone – partly constructed by Armstrong
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Photo 12 View west of exposures of sandstone in bed and west bank of stream.
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Photo 13 View north of Jesmond Dene from Armstrong Bridge
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Photos14 and 15 Views south of sandstone and siltstone in west bank of stream
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active
surface
processes

•

Slope creep, stream erosion

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Landforms

•

River cliffs

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Sedimentary

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Fossils

•

5. Igneous

•

Variety of rock types with
sedimentary structures:
deltaic sandstones and
siltstones, seatearth
mudstones, coal,
carbonaceous shales,
marine mudstones
Variety of marine fossils
formerly seen in the marine
mudstone
None

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

Shallow regional dip
southeast (<5 degrees)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

Educational
Value

One of the best potential
sites of a marine band
within the Carboniferous
Coal Measures sequence
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Historical
Value

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Excellent site for general
public and basic introduction
of many basic geological
concepts including
environmental and climate
change
Comments/Details

1. Historical
Associations

•

2. Earth
Science
Associations

•

Significant - Armstrong
legacy and also former coal
mining
None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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3. Economic
Activity

•

Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Limited – coal mining

Locally riverside walk

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very well used site by local
people and Hadrian’s Wall
Trail hikers
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Road access
& Parking

•

Good parking at southern
end of site

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Safety of
access

•

Many footpaths, risk of rock
fall if enter old quarries with
high faces

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Safety of
exposure

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Permission to
visit

•

5. Current
condition

•

Minimal hazard if stay on
paths and away from rock
faces
Popular well used urban
park many footpaths within
the site
Good – much sandstone
exposure, but former
extensive section in
fossiliferous mudstones
covered in soil and rock
debris and vegetation

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

None – should complement
Friends of Dene mission

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8. Nature of
exposure

•

River cliff sections

Access and
Safety

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

✓ Regionally significant marine fossil location
and good sedimentary geology

B. Educational Value and Site Access ✓ Great site with excellent access
& Safety
C. Historic Value

✓ Link to Armstrong, and coal mining

D. Aesthetic Value

✓ The site has significant amenity/recreational
value

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
Presence of Marine Band (regionally significant fossiliferous horizon), plus variety of
sedimentary rocks coupled, historic coal mining and engineering associations and excellent
access and popularity of this recreational area.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Appendix F
Site report for Jesmond Dene (Quaternary)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name Jesmond Dene
(Quaternary)

Site
Number

NGR

Other site
numbers

Q_04

NZ26006680 (~centre of
site)
[Northern limit
NZ25556810;
Southern limit
NZ26306545]

Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area

NCC: Area of
exceptional landscape
value, open space, site
or area of
archaeological interest,
site of nature
conservation interest,
wildlife corridor.

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

20 – Newcastle and 14
– Morpeth

Surveyed By

Derek Teasdale

Date of Survey:

18.10.2019

Present Site
Status:

Local Geological Site

Date
Designated:

14/11/2019

Site Ownership
and/or
Tenancy
Details:

Newcastle City Council

Contact Details
for Permission
to Visit:

Site Description
General description:
Jesmond Dene is a popular and well-cared for public space set in a built up urban
environment. Although industrial activity and quarrying took place in parts of the valley until
the early twentieth century, the dene is now a parkland. The primary interest in the site
(from a quaternary perspective) is as the largest glacial meltwater gorge in the region.
Landscaping and on-going management of the public spaces in the valley means that
Quaternary sedimentary exposures are limited. Exploring the history of the dene will be
crucial to understanding the glacial history of the city and region.
Site parking and access:
Off-street car parking is available at the Visitor Centre north of Armstrong Bridge and beside
Paddy Freeman’s Park.
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General description of geology/geomorphology:
Jesmond Dene has a distinctly asymmetric cross-profile, with the eastern valley side being
steep and exposing bedrock, whilst the western side has gentler slope, often underlain by
superficial deposits (e.g. boulder clay or sand and gravel). Asymmetric valleys are a feature
where ice has moved across a valley, rather than along its course – in this case from west
to east. Stripping away the superficial deposits reveals the true bedrock surface (see fig
XX), which shows that the Ouseburn once followed a different course to the west, running
between South Gosforth and Jesmond. The old palaeo-valley of the Ouseburn is now
infilled with glacial deposits, and there is little surface expression of its existence.
The Dene is a steep-sided valley mostly cut into the sandstones and shales of the
Carboniferous Pennine Middle Coal Measures. Although the Ouseburn drains a large
catchment to the north of Newcastle, it is not powerful enough to have cut such a deep
gorge. The dene owes its existence and size to the actions of meltwater during the last
glacial cycle (the Devensian, ca. 26-17K years ago). Substantial glacial lakes once existed
to the north of the dene, potentially draining much of mid and south Northumberland for a
period. The lake overflows may have combined with seasonal or catastrophic floods to
erode the present gorge through solid sandstone.
There are potential exposures of Quaternary sediments in the old quarry sites between
Haddricksmill Bridge and Dene Bridge (e.g. near NZ252677). Unfortunately, the exposures
are mostly of boulder clay at the top of vertical quarry faces of Carboniferous rock, and
therefore largely inaccessible. Finding accessible sediments at the northern entrance of the
valley might shed important light on its relationship with the lakes to the north.
The gorge is a very young feature in geological terms. Many of the slopes and rock faces
in the valley (especially on the eastern bank) have been over-steepened by the action of
ice, glacial meltwater and erosion by the Ouseburn. They are unstable and prone to
landslips. The 2012 landslip SE of Heaton Corn Mill [NZ25816724] exposed Quaternary
sediments, but was too dangerous to examine closely.

Management issues
Site type:
Exposure or extensive site – River and stream sections
Threats:
• River management
• Cliff stabilisation
• Vegetation encroachment
• Development
• Graffiti and vandalism
• Tree and shrub planting
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
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2. Regular site monitoring (1 year)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Vegetation management
5. Avoid future tree and shrub planting near and in front of geological features
6. Restrict development
7. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This is a very popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored:
1. Clear vegetation which obscures view.
2. Permanent interpretation panel(s) and signposting – collaborate with Friends of
Jesmond Dene
3. Leaflet - collaborate with Friends of Jesmond Dene
4. Public field trips, and/or a self-guided GeoTrail.
Literature References and Other Existing Records
COAL AUTHORITY RECORDS, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire.
RICHARDSON, G. 1983 Geological notes and local details for 1:10,000 sheets NZ26NW,
NE, SW and SE. Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead: part of 1:50,000 sheets 14
(Morpeth), 15 (Tynemouth), 20 (Newcastle upon Tyne) and 21 (Sunderland).
Nottingham, UK, Institute of Geological Sciences. (WA/DM/83/030) (Unpublished)
MILLS. D.A.C. 1998. Geology of the country around Newcastle upon Tyne. Memoir of the
British Geological Survey, Sheet 20 (England and Wales).
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure 2.

Extract from BGS 1:50,000 scale maps of drift.
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Figure. 3. Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale maps of bedrock (not to scale)
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Figure 3. Satellite image and possible site boundary (very approximate)
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Rockhead contours in NZ26. Heights in metres above and below Ordnance datum.
(Richardson, 1983). The shaded region shows the palaeo-valley of the Ouseburn, passing
below South Gosforth and Jesmond. The current course of the river is to the east and forms
a steep-sided gorge through higher ground near High Heaton.
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Photographs
Image 1.
View of overgrown abandoned quarry near Haddrick’s Mill [NZ25546781]. The
section visible is of Carboniferous age, with a thin boulder clay cap, which would be
inaccessible to the general public. Image captured: Summer 2019. Viewpoint: NZ25546781
looking east
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Image 2.
Views of the 2012 landslip SE of Heaton Corn Mill [NZ25816724] which
exposed Quaternary sediments. The slip was active and too dangerous to examine closely.
The site of the slip has subsequently been stabilised, but is still inaccessible. Image captured:
2014. Viewpoint: NZ25816724 looking east.
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active
surface
processes

•

Slope creep, stream
erosion, landslips.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Landforms

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Sedimentary

•

4. Fossils

•

The best glacial meltwater
channel in NE England
Poor or inaccessible
exposures of boulder clay
and glaciofluvial sands and
gravels in abandoned
quarries and landslips.
None known.

5. Igneous

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

Regionally unique
landscape feature.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Educational
Value

Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Historical
Value

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Excellent site for general
public and basic introduction
of many basic geological
concepts including
environmental and climate
change
Comments/Details

1. Historical
Associations

•

2. Earth
Science
Associations

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Significant - Armstrong
legacy and former coal
mining.
None

3. Economic
Activity

•

Limited – coal mining

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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1. Landscape
value

•

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Locally riverside walk

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very well used site by local
people and visitors to the
city.
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Road access
& Parking

•

Good parking at southern
end of site

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Safety of
access

•

Many footpaths, risk of rock
fall if enter old quarries with
high faces

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Safety of
exposure

•

Minimal hazard if stay on
paths and away from rock
faces

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Permission to
visit

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Current
condition

•

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

Popular well used urban
park many footpaths within
the site
Landscape = Good, but
sedimentary exposures
limited or poor quality.
None – should complement
Friends of Dene mission

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8. Nature of
exposure

•

River cliff sections,
landslips.

Access and
Safety

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

PASS. Regionally important landform feature.

B. Educational Value and Site Access PASS.
& Safety
parties.

Excellent educational site, safe for

C. Historic Value

PASS. The dene has a long history of occupation
and industry.

D. Aesthetic Value

PASS. The dene is famous for its beauty

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
Jesmond Dene is a regionally important meltwater channel, with a complex history. The
site offers a safe environment where many geomorphological processes can be studied.
The site is also historically and aesthetically significant.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Appendix G
Site report for Callerton Channels (Quaternary)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name

Callerton
Channels

Site
Number

NGR

NZ17347041 (~centre of
site)

Other site
numbers

Q_02

[Northern limit
NZ18007107;
Southern limit
NZ16826967]
Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area

NCC: green belt, wildlife
corridor, site or area of
archaeological interest.

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

14 - Morpeth

Surveyed By

Derek Teasdale

Date of Survey:

18.10.2019

Present Site
Status:

Local Geological Site

Date
Designated:

14/11/2019

Site Ownership
and/or Tenancy
Details:

West Farm, Black
Callerton

Contact Details
for Permission
to Visit:

Public footpaths

Hold House Farm

Site Description
General description:
A continuous sandstone ridge tending WSW/ENE extends to the west of Newcastle Airport.
The ridge falls in height towards the east (falling from ca. 115m on the west of the site to
ca. 90m on the east). Immediately to the west of the airport, between High Callerton
[NZ16137051] and Black Callerton [NZ17406979], the ridge is dissected by a series of interconnected valleys. The valleys have been interpreted as glacial lake overflow spillways
(Dwerryhouse, 1902; Smythe, 1908) and as sub-glacial meltwater channels (Sissons,
1958). The latter explanation is now accepted as more reasonable, but doubt remains over
their age and the ice configuration that led to their formation.
Site parking and access:
There is very limited car parking available near High Callerton and Black Callerton. Three
public footpaths cross the site (see figure 1.).
General description of geology/geomorphology:
At the Last Glacial Maximum (ca. 26-21,000 years ago) the entire landscape of the North
East was submerged under ice, which infilled pre-glacial valleys and plastered boulder clay
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into a smoothed, undulating plain of drumlins. A sandstone ridge (WSW/ENE) rises out of
the boulder clay plain to the west of Newcastle Airport. The easternmost section of the ridge
is cut by a number of inter-connected valleys, which trend between W/E and NW/SE. Apart
from the valleys, the profile of the slope falls evenly to the east. The valleys have a
somewhat “smoothed” appearance, that is echoed in the drumlin shape of the intervening
dissected hills (was the site over-ridden by ice at a late stage?).
The longest of the valleys is ca. 1km, with a typical width of 100m plus; the channels split
and re-join; and some have a humped long profiles (suggesting uphill waterflow). Two of
the streams contain small (misfit) drainage streams. Boggy ground and areas of rushes are
a common feature of the valley bottoms. BGS 1:50K Morpeth Sheet 14 Solid and Drift
(2001) identifies the two largest valleys as “meltwater channels” and indicates a flow
direction from east or southeast to west or northwest (see figure 2.). It is generally believed
that the course of meltwater channels is roughly guided by the hydrostatic pressure gradient
within the ice, which is controlled by the ice surface gradient. Meltwater flow towards the
west or northwest implies that the ice slope fell in that direction, i.e. the ice came from the
east. Meltwater flow from the opposite direction would imply ice crossing the site from the
west or northwest. The arrows may have been drawn in error (which is backed up by the
fall of the valley floor being in the wrong direction). Small patches of glaciofluvial sands and
gravels shown at the southern end of the channel leading to Black Callerton.
Ordnance Survey mapping of the site shows agricultural fields from the 1858 to the present
day, with no significant changes to field boundaries or land use. The LIDAR data shows
that medieval rigg and furrow is preserved in many fields. This gives some confidence that
the Quaternary stratigraphy lies undisturbed below the present surface across most of the
site. No exposures of Quaternary sediments at the surface were observed on a visit to the
site.

Management issues
Site type:
Mixed farmland directly under the flightpath of the nearby Newcastle Airport.
Threats:
•

Change of land use to housing or commercial development, destroying the visible
topography of the site. [Unlikely given proximity to airport protected zone].
• Quarrying of potential under-lying sand and gravel resources [unlikely that there are
large resources available at this site].
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities.
2. Regular site monitoring (1 year).
3. Vegetation management.
4. Avoid future tree and shrub planting near and in front of any exposed geological
features.
5. Restrict development.
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Accessibility actions:
1. There is potential for opening up a section of one or more mounds to enable scientific
examination.
2. Permanent interpretation panel(s) and signposting.
Literature References and Other Existing Records
Livingstone, Stephen J., et al. ‘Late Devensian Deglaciation of the Tyne Gap Palaeo‐Ice
Stream, Northern England’. Journal of Quaternary Science, vol. 30, no. 8, 2015,
pp. 790–804.
Mills, D. A. C., and D. W. Holliday. Geology of the District around Newcastle upon Tyne,
Gateshead and Consett : Memoir for 1:50 000 Geological Sheet 20 (England and
Wales). Stationery Office, 1998. b9877449.
Richardson, G. B. Geological Notes and Local Details for 1:10,000 Sheets NZ26NW, NE,
SW and SE. Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead: Part of 1:50,000 Sheets 14
(Morpeth), 15 (Tynemouth), 20 (Newcastle upon Tyne) and 21 (Sunderland).
(WA/DM/83/030) (Unpublished). Institute of Geological Sciences, Her Majesty’s
Stationery Office, 1983.
Teasdale, D. A. ‘Evidence for the Western Limits of the North Sea Lobe of the BIIS in
North East England’. The Quaternary of Northumberland, Durham and North
Yorkshire: Field Guide, Quaternary Research Association, 2013, pp. 106–21.
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1.

Site boundary
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Figure. 2.

Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale map of showing drift geology (not to scale).

The approximate boundary of the site is shown by the dashed red line. Glacial boulder Clay
is indicated by a pale blue colour, glaciofluvial deposits by pink.
Meltwater channels are indicated by blue arrows (the arrows show the fall of the channel floor).
Note that they imply flow to the west or northwest.
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Figure 3.
Hillshaded 1m DTM of LIDAR data (illumination from 045o NE at 30o above
horizon, with x5 vertical exaggeration). Rivers, streams and ponds shown in blue. No data
shown in white. The original field boundaries and rigg and furrow are still visible.
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Figure 4.
Hillshaded 1m DTM of LIDAR data (illumination from 045o NE at 30o above
horizon, with x5 vertical exaggeration). Rivers, streams and ponds shown in blue. A random
colour pattern has been applied to the height data at a 1m interval, to highlight the
geomorphology.
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Figure 5.
3D model based a hillshaded 1m DTM of LIDAR data (illumination from 045o
o
NE at 30 above horizon, with x5 vertical exaggeration) overlain by Google Earth imagery.
1m (and 5m where 1m not available) contours are shown.
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Figure 6.
Hillshaded 1m DTM of LIDAR data (illumination from 045o NE at 30o above
horizon, with x5 vertical exaggeration) showing height in metres. The thick black rectangle
outlines the approximate extent of the area of interest.
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Photographs

Photo 1.
Smooth-sided meltwater channel. Note the absence of bedrock or superficial
outcrop at the Surface. Boggy ground occupies the valley floor.
Viewpoint: NZ17767048, looking W
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Photo 2.

Aircraft approaching the airport over one of the meltwater channels.
Viewpoint: NZ17767048, looking ENE
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria
1. Active
surface
processes

Comments/Details

2. Landforms

•

•

Surface runoff from the
slopes and fields to the
valley floors.
A dense network of glacial
meltwater channels.
The best examples in SE
Northumberland.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

No surface exposure of
sediments seen.
Possible patches of sand
and gravel at the valley
exits.

4. Fossils

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Igneous

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•
•

Very important local site.
Excellent example of the
landform

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Educational
Value

Comments/Details

•
3. Sedimentary

•

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

An excellent site where
visitors could explore
drumlins, meltwater streams
and the glacial history of the
area.
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Historical
Associations

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Earth
Science
Associations

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Economic
Activity

•

Previous interpretations of
the glacial landscape by
Dwerryhouse, Smythe and
Sissons.
None

Historical
Value

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

An attractive landscape
feature.

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Popular site to walk near the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Urban area of Ponteland.

Access and
Safety

Comments/Details

1. Road access
& Parking

•

Limited parking ca 1 km
away.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Safety of
access

•

Public footpaths with styles.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Safety of
exposure

•

Possible issues with
livestock.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Permission to
visit

•

Public footpaths.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. Current
condition

•

Landscape features clearly
visible.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

Farming.

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Keep to footpaths at certain
times of year.

8. Nature of
exposure

•

No current exposures of
sediments, but clear views
of landforms.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria
A. Scientific Value

Pass / fail + comments
PASS. The best examples of nested meltwater
channels in the region.

B. Educational Value and Site Access FAIL. Excellent local examples of landforms for
& Safety
students to see.
C. Historic Value

FAIL. Only brief previous interest in the site.

D. Aesthetic Value

FAIL. Popular local site.

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
The best examples of nested meltwater channels in the south east of Northumberland.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Site report for Prestwick Carr (Quaternary)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name

Prestwick Carr

Site
Number

NGR

NZ19807380 (~centre of
site)

Other site
numbers

Q_05

[Northern limit
NZ18907500;
Southern limit
NZ19307310]
Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area

SSSI, Green belt, NWT
Nature Reserve

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

14 - Morpeth

Surveyed By

Derek Teasdale

Date of Survey:

18.10.2019

Present Site
Status:

Local Geological Site

Date
Designated:

14/11/2019

Site Ownership
and/or Tenancy
Details:

Ministry of Defence
Carr Grange Farm
(NZ201739)
NWT Nature Reserve

Contact Details
for Permission
to Visit:

MOD, NWT

Site Description
General description:
Prestwick Carr is part of a low-lying peat basin with a variety of wetland habitats including
tall fen, carr woodland, and raised mire. Parts of the site are designated as a biological
SSSI (Reference 1003220). Drainage channels were dug and field enclosure in the early
1800s, which led to the original shallow lake (see fig. 1) shrinking and eventually drying out.
It is a very popular location for bird watching, botany and walking by members of the public.
The area of interest constitutes the east of the main carr and a relict overflow channel that
once drained the lake.
Site parking and access:
Car parking is available in the nearby village of Dinnington and in Ponteland. Access is vary
a network of public footpaths and bridleways.
General description of geology/geomorphology:
Prestwick Carr is a ca. 5 km2 palaeo-lake preserving a Devensian to Holocene
sedimentary and vegetation history. The lake was impounded by the creation of a barrier
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of drumlins to the west near Ponteland (NZ175733) (see fig. 6). National Coal Board
boreholes proved the following sequence of inorganic to organic lake sediments, and peat
development.
1 foot
10 ft to 16 ft
44 ft
10 ft

Gravel and soil
Peat
Grey silt or marl
Boulder clay
Sandstone

Modern
Peat marsh (organic)
Lake (inorganic)
Glacial
Bedrock (at 60ft depth)

The Carr potentially preserves a complete record of the glacial (Devensian) to post-glacial
(Holocene) transition, including valuable information on the sedimentary environment,
vegetation cover, human occupation and climate of the site. This record is of regional,
and possibly national importance.
Mapping shows that the main drainage for the lake, prior to draining, was to the west into
the River Pont. Two other drainage routes may have been significant in the early history
of the lake. The low-lying ground to the NE of Dinnington (NZ210740) is a overspill
channel for the lake, carrying water towards the Seaton Burn catchment. Another channel
near Horton Grange (NZ205755) probably carried overflow towards the River Blyth
catchment.

Management issues
Site type:
Low-lying rough pasture and woodland on a former lake bed.
Threats:
• Flooding (i.e. a return to being a lake)
• Vegetation encroachment, making access impossible.
• Development
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
2. Regular site monitoring (1 year)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Vegetation management
5. Restrict development
6. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This is a very popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored:
1. Permanent interpretation panel(s) and signposting
2. Leaflet explaining the geological history of the site
3. Public field trips, and/or a self-guided GeoTrail
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Literature References and Other Existing Records
Harbottle, R. B. (1995). Prestwick Carr: Its Draining and Enclosure. Archaeologia Aeliana,
23, 1-16.
RICHARDSON, G. 1983 Geological notes and local details for 1:10,000 sheets NZ26NW,
NE, SW and SE. Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead: part of 1:50,000 sheets 14
(Morpeth), 15 (Tynemouth), 20 (Newcastle upon Tyne) and 21 (Sunderland).
Nottingham, UK, Institute of Geological Sciences. (WA/DM/83/030) (Unpublished)
MILLS. D.A.C. 1998. Geology of the country around Newcastle upon Tyne. Memoir of the
British Geological
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1.

Site boundary
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Figure. 2.
Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale map of drift, showing approximate extent of
the area of interest. The dark brown shading indicates peat, with a paler brown area of river
alluvium extending east from the Carr.
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Figure 3.
Hillshaded 1m DTM of LIDAR data (illumination from 045o NE at 30o above
horizon, with x5 vertical exaggeration) showing height in metres. The thick black rectangle
outlines the approximate extent of the area of interest.
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Figure 4.
Extent of Prestwick Carr lake and water depth in 1809, prior to enclosure and
drainage. The maximum water depth recorded was 5½ Feet (ca. 1.67m). Note that the contour
heights are in metres. Taken from Harbottle (1995).
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Figure 5.

Map of SSSI designation (includes part of the area of interest).
Prestwick Carr SSSI Reference 1003220.
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Figure 6.
DEM of the western part of Prestwick Carr (far right of image) and the
impounding drumlin barrier that created the lake during the Devensian glacial cycle.
Ponteland lies at the bottom centre of the field of view.
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Photographs

Image 1.
Typical view of flooded rough pasture on the Carr, after prolonged rainfall,
Berwick Hill marks
the NW end of the Carr in the distance.
Image captured: 2019-10-18. Viewpoint: NZ18577320 looking NW. Height:
55m AOD.
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Image 2.
The edge of the Carr. The ploughed field is on a slight boulder clay slope which
is a shaped mound (or drumlin). Image captured: 2019-10-18. Viewpoint: NZ18577320
looking E. Height: 55m AOD
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Image 3.
Boggy ground occupying a potential high-level drainage routeway from the
lake. Note the subdued nature of the channel, suggesting a lack of vigorous erosion along
this channel. Image captured: 2019-10-18. Viewpoint: NZ171736 looking E. Height: 57m
AOD.
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Image 4.
General view of rough pasture with forest plantation in middle distance. Exact
viewpoint not known, but probably NZ200736 looking NW towards Berwick Hill. Height: 54m
AOD.
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active
surface
processes

•

Lake infill and vegetation
succession.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Landforms

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Sedimentary

•

4. Fossils

•

5. Igneous

•

Former lake bed, overflow
channels.
The site preserves a proven
complete sequence of
glacial to Holocene
sediments, which may offer
a regionally unique record.
Potential record in buried
sediments (e.g. pollen).
None

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

Probably the best potential
site in the region to get a
long geological record.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Educational
Value

Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Historical
Value

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Excellent site for general
public and basic introduction
of many basic geological
concepts including
environmental and climate
change
Comments/Details

1. Historical
Associations

•

Important for the
archaeological evidence
and land use change.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Earth
Science
Associations

•

None known

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Economic
Activity

•

Aesthetic
Value

Limited – minor coal mining
of periphery of carr.
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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1. Landscape
value

•

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Very important site
regionally

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very well used site by
people from across the
region.
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Road access
& Parking

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Safety of
access

•
•

Car parking is available in
the nearby village of
Dinnington and in
Ponteland.
Footpaths and bridleways.
Danger area marked on OS
map (signalled by red flags
when operational).

3. Safety of
exposure

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Permission to
visit

•
•

5. Current
condition

•

Minimal hazard if stay on
paths and away from boggy
ground.
Normally not required.
Danger area marked on OS
map (signalled by red flags
when operational).
Main features clearly visible.

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

Farming.

•

Rifle range, when
operational.

7. Restricting
conditions

•
•

Keep to footpaths
Avoid entering farmland
when livestock present.

8. Nature of
exposure

•

Landscape feature (lake
bed).

Access and
Safety

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

PASS. The largest glacial lake bed in the region
with a proven important historical record.

B. Educational Value and Site Access PASS. A spectacular feature with good access,
& Safety
and numerous biological and geological aspects.
C. Historic Value

PASS.
Many archaeological and historical
associations.

D. Aesthetic Value

PASS. A frequently visited and beautiful location.

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
The site preserves a complete Devensian to Holocene record of lake sediments, which
could be of regional or national importance. Prestwick Carr is a spectacular landscape
feature with high educational value for its geomorphology. The site is also historically and
aesthetically significant.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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Site report for Hazelrigg Channel (Quaternary)
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Newcastle City Council Local Geological Site
Field Record and Assessment
Site Name Hazelrigg
Channel

Site
Number

NGR

NZ24467165

Other site
numbers

Q_03

Authority

Newcastle City Council

Special Area

NCC: Area of
exceptional landscape
value, site of nature
conservation importance,
green belt.

OS Sheet(s)

Explorer OL316 –
Newcastle upon Tyne
(1:25,000)

BGS Sheet(s)

14 - Morpeth

Surveyed By

Derek Teasdale

Date of Survey:

18.10.2019

Present Site
Status:

Local Geological Site

Date
Designated:

14/11/2019

Contact Details
for Permission
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Site Description
General description:
A short glacial meltwater channel which breaks through between the catchments of the
Seaton Burn and the Ouseburn. The channel is 1km long by about 50m wide, with shallow
slopes on either side. The channel is occupied by small streams which flow north and south
away from an attractive wooded fish-pond in the centre of the site. The southern end of the
channel has been obliterated by urban development and stream re-alignment.
Site parking and access:
Off-street car parking is available at the race course.
General description of geology/geomorphology:
At the height of the last major glacial episode (the Devensian) the site was covered by ice
moving in a west to east direction, which formed a series of elongated smoothed ridges or
drumlins. The Hazelrigg Channel cuts through the drumlins, and so post-dates their
formation. Recent work by Livingstone et al. (2015) has shown that the western ice
retreated after 19K years ago, creating a gap between it and ice occupying land near the
present coastline. The intervening land became flooded and lakes formed. The Hazelrigg
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Channel may have carried waters from Prestwick Carr and the present Seaton Burn
catchment into the Ouseburn catchment (Glacial Lake Gosforth) and on to Jesmond Dene
(see fig. 2 for a regional setting).
The undramatic, shallow-sided nature of the channel may be the result of it acting as an
overspill route for large lakes, rather than as route for flood waters. There is a contrast
between its form and that of the nearby Jesmond Dene. At the channel’s exit, a spread of
glaciofluvial sands and gravels may extend to the SE across High Gosforth Park
racecourse.
BGS 1:50K scale mapping notes small alluvial deposits in the stream beds, but does not
note the significance of the channel. The surrounding superficial deposits are recorded as
undifferentiated boulder clay (see fig. 3).

Management issues
Site type:
Shallow partially wooded channel set in farmland on the edge of urban development.
Threats:
• Vegetation encroachment
• Development
• Tree and shrub planting
Conservation actions:
1. Increase awareness of site owner/manager to the interest of the site and the
potentially damaging activities
2. Regular site monitoring (1 year)
3. Maintain natural processes
4. Vegetation management
5. Restrict development
6. Promote good recreational practice
Accessibility actions:
This is a popular and accessible location. A number of possible actions could be
explored:
1. Permanent interpretation panel(s) and signposting.
Literature References and Other Existing Records
LIVINGSTONE, STEPHEN J., et al. ‘Late Devensian Deglaciation of the Tyne Gap
Palaeo‐Ice Stream, Northern England’. Journal of Quaternary Science, vol. 30, no.
8, 2015, pp. 790–804
MILLS. D.A.C. 1998. Geology of the country around Newcastle upon Tyne. Memoir of the
British Geological Survey, Sheet 20 (England and Wales).
RICHARDSON, G. 1983 Geological notes and local details for 1:10,000 sheets NZ26NW,
NE, SW and SE. Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead: part of 1:50,000 sheets 14
(Morpeth), 15 (Tynemouth), 20 (Newcastle upon Tyne) and 21 (Sunderland).
Nottingham, UK, Institute of Geological Sciences. (WA/DM/83/030) (Unpublished)
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Maps and plans of Site

Figure 1. Site boundary
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Figure 2. Regional topographic setting. The area of interest is indicated by a thick black
rectangle.
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Figure. 3. Extract from BGS 1:50000 scale maps of drift (not to scale).
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Figure 4. Satellite image of locality.
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Figure 5.
Shaded digital elevation model of the area of interest (black rectangle). Colour
picks out specific heights. Note that the channel cuts through up to five drumlins running
WNW-ESE.
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Photographs
Image 1.

Image of artificial fishpond at the centre of the channel.
Viewpoint: NZ24517174 looking north.
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Image 2.

Boggy ground in the channel bottom to the immediate south of the fishpond.
Viewpoint: NZ24517174 looking south.
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Image 3.

View of shallow western slope of the channel.
Viewpoint: NZ24457176 looking south.
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Image 4.

View looking across the channel.
Viewpoint: NZ24377162 looking east.
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Assessment of value of site
Scientific
Criteria

Comments/Details

1. Active
surface
processes

•

Infilling of a pond by
vegetation encroachment.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Landforms

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Sedimentary

•

4. Fossils

•

Subdued glacial meltwater
or lake overspill channel.
Very limited exposure of
superficial deposits at the
present.
The preservation of rigg and
furrow on the site implies
the possibility of excavating
preserved deposits
recording the sites history,
especially the flow direction
of previously overflows.
None known.

5. Igneous

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Metamorphic

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. Tectonic
(structural)

•

None known.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8. Minerals

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. Contribution
to local
diversity /
rarity

•

The surviving remnant of
the channel is of great
significance to our
understanding of the
regional glacial history.
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

The subdued nature of the
landform makes it less
useful as a teaching tool,
but it has great significance.
Comments/Details

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Historical
Associations

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Earth
Science
Associations

•

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

•

Educational
Value

Historical
Value

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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3. Economic
Activity

•

Aesthetic
Value

Comments/Details

1. Landscape
value

•

Very attractive mixed use
woodland and farming
scenery.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Amenity/
Recreational
value

•

Very well used site by local
people.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Access and
Safety

Comments/Details

1. Road access
& Parking

•

Good parking at the nearby
racecourse.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Safety of
access

•

Many footpaths.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Safety of
exposure

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Permission to
visit

•

5. Current
condition

•

Minimal hazard if stay on
paths and away from
fishpond sides.
Popular well used urban
park many footpaths within
the site.
Good.

6. Current
conflicting
activities

•

Farming activity seems
limited.

7. Restricting
conditions

•

Unknown

8. Nature of
exposure

•

Landform.

None

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Selection judgement
Criteria

Pass / fail + comments

A. Scientific Value

PASS.
Potential for important sedimentary
record preservation, and significant part in
regional Quaternary history.

B. Educational Value and Site Access FAIL. Important historically, but a subdued
& Safety
landscape feature.
C. Historic Value

FAIL. No known associations.

D. Aesthetic Value

FAIL.
Attractive valley connected to wider
wooded parkland.

Decision
Designate the site as an LGS / RIGS?

YES

NO

Reason why:
The site has potential for preserving a regional important sedimentary record, and played a
very significant part in regional Quaternary history.

Decision made on

14/11/2019

People present:

Organisations/affiliations

Kelly Graham

Newcastle City Council

Katy Deeble

Newcastle City Council

Natalie Rutter

Newcastle City Council

Mike Pratt

Northumberland Wildlife Trust

Don Frost

Formerly British Geological Survey

Lesley Dunlop

Northumbria University

Alistair Bowden

Hulam Consulting

Derek Teasdale

Hulam Consulting

Ian Jackson

Hulam Consulting
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